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ABSTRACT

CORPORATE ADAPTATION: FROM WHOLESALE TO DIRECT TO CONSUMER SHIPMENTS

GRETCHEN A. C. KROLL

7125/201.2

Action Research Project (Non-thesis (ML5g7) project)

Technology has changed the way consumers' buy that has caused a shift in the
traditional channels of distribution. This paper reviews the role of a giftware wholesaler
and the feasibility of serving in the internet distribution by offering direct to consumer
shipments. lt will identify and analyze benchmarks in fulfillment set by Amazon as well
as review potential options by considering

the margins of both the wholesaler and the
virtual retailer. The research will conduct two experiments that connect the wholesaler
in the new distribution by accommodating direct consumer shipments: 1. Engaging
Amazon Corporation in selling the wholesalers product and shipping direct to their
customer. 2. Offering a conservative drop ship program to internet retailers. This paper
will also address leadership issues that were prevalent in the wholesaler's organization
and identify necessary change as the organization prepares to build for the future.
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Preface
This study identifies the rapidly changing e-commerce environment introduced by
the internet and the ultimate effect it has on traditional distribution supply chains. This
research

will examine the feasibility of a traditional wholesale

business to engage and or

participate in the new internet distribution chain by accommodating direct to consumer
shipments. It will also examine important leadership concepts necessary when addressing
the digital era and the effects of accelerated change on organizations. It also deliberates
the intimate relationship between a leader's role and the ultimate success or failure

of

adaptation to new structures and ideas. The current environmental circumstances require
change leadership skills that acclimate organizations and ultimately people, towards new

visions and processes.

It is hoped that this research will contribute to the retail and wholesale industry by
systematically addressing the changes that are occurring within the retail gift market due
to the influence of internet strategies. It

will offer

data and information to assist

wholesale/retail businesses in moving towards more awareness regarding the change in
the supply chain that is penetrating the market and offer potential solutions for the future

of the wholesale and retail gift segment.

Introduction
The internet has had a tremendous impact on distribution channels in the retail

environment. Brick and mortar stores that were once the only options for consumers are
now frequently replaced by vendors that offer similar products over the internet. Amazon
is rated as the strongest internet retailer in the United States and had overall net sales in
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2010 that increased 39.5% over 2009, with sales totaling 534.2 billion dollars (Brohan,

2011). This new shift in consumer buying habits has had a daunting affect on what has
been known as the traditional supply chain. "Experts predict the approaching e-business
era

will require massive changes in global supply chain operations, the activities in any

otganization that make and deliver goods and services to customers" (Dawe, n.d., p.Z).
The social web flattens business-to-business product distribution by directly connecting
sellers and buyers. "While these powerful supply chains

still exist, many are on their

way to extinction" (Bodnar,2010, para. 3). The conventional infrastructure is being
replaced by fluid systems that can create, produce and distribute with unprecedented
precision (Prasso, 2010, paru.2). "The emergence of e-commerce, e-trade, e-business
and other e's has clearly led to the creation of new organizational forms" (Kock, Z00Z,p.
102).
Businesses are perplexed about how to understand the impact of online commerce

on existing channels, determine where opportunities lie and recognize the threats that

exist. There are many issues related to the collapse, shift and extension of the
distribution channels that need to be clarified (Gallaugher, 2002, p. 89). Global
competition has changed corporate benchmarks as unforeseen rivalries challenge
systems, prices and products. In this technological revolution, unique products and ideas

turn into commodities quickly. "Lack of pricing power and relentless pressure on profit
margins

will continue to haunt businesses,

regardless of whether the economy is weak or

strong" (Bossidy & Charan,2004, p. 8). The internet has also spurred creative marketing
and distribution options that frequently create unfamiliar environments for established
organizations.
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"Pioneering theory in e-comrnerce relied on classical economics to illustrate
incentives for the collapse of distribution channels, shortening the link between buyer and

supplier. This concept is referred to as disintermediation, or an elimination of one or
more organtzations from the distribution channel" (Gallaugher, 2002,p. 89). While
many businesses have folded in the wake of the internet, new businesses have started to
accommodate the new supply chain needs. "Despite predictions of the widespread
demise of intermediaries, some of the most rapidly growing Internet businesses are

essentially middlemen" (Gallaugher, 1999, p. 28). In the consumer segment, very

influential intermediaries have evolved that offer astonishing distribution efficiencies
(Bossidy & Charan,2004, p.

4l). Intermediaries

provide a number of benefits that

include order-taking staff, marketing experts and distribution facilitators. They provide a

link between suppliers and consumers that facilitate the interaction with precision.
"Intermediaries provide physical infrastructure, economies of scale, and human
interaction, including salespeople, useful in the distribution of physical products" (Grover

& Teng, 2001, p. 80). In addition to intermediaries, infomediaries are another kind of
middleman that developed as part of the Internet's influence on corporate supply chains.

Infomediaries are experts regarding technical information concerning demographics and
sales channels. Infomediaries

utilize their intelligence and expertise to enhance and

facilitate the transaction (Grover & Teng, 2001 ,p.19). They leverage information that
they have collected regarding customers, products, and markets and use it as a technique

to improve an organization's ability to compete by siphoning information into useful,
focused marketing tactics. Both intermediaries and infomediaries roles have become

prominent in today's market. These organizations assist the wholesalers/retailers in
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bridging the e-commerce age by offering expertise necessary to compete in this
hypersensitive and rapidly changing environment.

Traditional Wholesalers and the Cost to Serve;
In this environment of shifting middlemen, where does this leave the traditional
wholesaler who previously shipped bulk product to retail stores? "Traditional retailers
[and wholesalers] had to master supply chain management and logistics, their distribution
networks moved goods in pallet loads by common carriers

-

not in individual boxes

destined for consumer homes" (Laseter & Rabinovich, 2012, p.

xi).

The new e-

companies that ship directly to the consumer are beginning to alter the conventional
supply chain by going around historic channels of distribution. Statistics suggest that this
type of logistical service is growing significantly. "In the United States, Internet retailing
has grown roughly 20% per year over the past decade

-

10 times faster than retailing

overall" (Laseter & Rabinovich, 2012, p. 2). This primary shift introduced by ecommerce challenges traditional supply chain providers to consider the costs associated

with serving this growing segment. 'oThe issue, as eBags discovered and

as many online

vendors have yet to understand, highlights the fundamental operational challenges

of

Internet retailing. It centers on a concept common in the business-to-business realm but

rarely employed in a business-to-consumer context: cost-to-serve" (Laseter, Rabinovich,

& Huang,2006,

para.

3). Lester, Rabinovich

as "the total supply chain cost from

and Huang (2006) define the cost-to-serve

origin to destination; cost-to-serve incorporates such

factors as inventory stocking, packaging, shipping and returns processing" (para. 3).
Numerous online businesses, including etoys.com and garden.com were unable to find
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success

within the new e-commerce framework. Frequently these organizations lacked

fundamental capabilities necessary to succeed, which include impeccable customer
service and logistics competence mandatory in physical execution (Prasarnphanich

&

Gillenson,2003, p. 178). Value America (an online "department store") and Webvan (an
internet-based delivery service that focused its offerings on grocery items) (also) did not
understand the operation cost implications of their business models, which resulted in

their ultimate demise (Mullins, 2006). In order to be competitive and succeed in the
internet arena, vendors must clearly understand their competencies and costs associated

with serving these chosen markets.
A primary factor in the cost-to-serve revolves around the potential shipping
expense of a particular

item. "Pets.com had attracted over half a million customers, but

its growing sales couldn't keep up with losses, especially given the logistics of shipping a

twenty-pound bag of dog food" (Nichols,2001, para. 1). The ratio of delivery expenses
must be linked with each shipment and product (Laseter, Houston, Chung, Byrne, Turner,

& Devendran, 2000, "High Last-Mile Costs," para. 3). "shipping

and handling costs for

lower-value goods proved prohibitive, and an unmanageable flood of returns ultimately
sank [Value America]" (Laseter, Rabinovich, & Huang,2006, "Trial and Error," para. 1).
When reviewing the success of Amazon, it is interesting to note that books can be sent

via media mail, which offer significantly lower rates. This dramatically reduces the cost
to serve and is a significant ingredient of success.
The ability to serve "a particular product category can explain much of the
variance in the penetration rates of Internet sales. . .. Certainly tech-savvy computer
buyers are more likely than the general population to shop online. But equally important,
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the high value-to-weight ratio of computers-especially as laptops become more

popular-minimizes the importance of transportation cost and makes the category a lowcost-to-serve option over the Internet" (Laseter, Rabinovich, & Huang,20A6, "Channels
and Brands,"

para.l-2). Jewelry and small expensive items are ideal products to be sold

on e-commerce. The high value and small size makes it economical to ship and offers a
healthy cost to serve ratio (2ena,2003, para.7). This concept helps explains how and

why some business categories are more prominently consumed using the internet and
other industries are struggling to identify how to engage. "Online sales of books out ship

online sales of other kinds of [physical] merchandise. E-commerce accounts for nearly

l3 percent of the total bookstore and newsstand sales in the United

States

- $ I 5 billion in

2002.... by contrast, the internet accounted forjust 2.7 percent of the $92 billion in U.S.
sales

of furniture and home furnishing" (Laseter, Rabinovich, & Huang,2006, "Channels

and Brands," para.

2). Given that the gift

and home industry serve the home furnishing

market, it is necessary to address the constraints and strategize on how best to capitalize
on this potential market while preserving a healthy cost to serve ratio.

Shipping costs are not the only variable to be considered when reviewing
wholesale to consumer shipments. There are numerous supplementary costs that also
need to be considered before venturing into internet distribution. Some manufactured

products come in bulk quantities that require the drop shipper to repack the items into

individual reshipper boxes. This process is frequently an expensive necessity. In order to
supply the consumer, manufacturers sustain additional expenses in the repackaging

of

merchandise for shipment (Laseter, Rabinovich, & Huang,2006, para. 5). These are real
costs that need to be assessed by wholesalers in their quest to participate in direct to
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consumer shipments. "In some cases, sellers have opted to run this distribution at a loss

by offering free shipping and handling fees to shoppers while making up for the deficit

with higher product prices" (Laseter & Rabinovich, z0lz,p.z4).
The Internet brings a virrual world from which business must still execute in the

physical world (Laseter & Rabinovich, 2012, p. 1). "The successful completion of
Internet-based transactions between sellers and buyers requires a host of physical assets,

including trucks, airplanes, fulfillment centers, and, of course, the physical package"
(Laseter & Rabinovich, 2072, p.

2). There is a danger that incorporating an Internet

strategy could add sales volume but may require a company to focus on something that is

not part of its core competency.Contemplating the operational expense of participating in
this new market needs to be carefully evaluated. It is important that organizations review
their central capabilities and strategize how these can be efficiently used in developing
this business segment. While opportunity abounds in e-commerce, diversification into
this segment does not guarantee success and should be approached with vigilance.
"Economies of scope accrue only to companies that identifli and capture synergies while
simultaneously managing the risk of added complexity" (Laseter & Rabinovich, 20 12, p.

34). It is extremely important that wholesalers

do not engage in activities without

carefully developing a strategic plan. "Internet capabilities are affecting strategy,
competitive position and business models of many corporations. The internet has
presented new opportunities and challenges for corporations to build a competitive

advantage. Competition and customer needs will continue to drive demand

as

corporations begin to reposition their capabilities to take advantage of new channels, cost
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structures and new business models" (Callahan & Nemec, 1999, "A Whole New Ball
Game," para 4).

Purpose of Study

While much has been written about options for the retail environment, very little
has been researched regarding how a traditional wholesaler can adapt to these changing

times. This paper will address the current environment regarding wholesale distribution
in the giftware industry and explore potential opportunities and threats in servicing these
new distribution channels. This research will examine the feasibility of a traditional
wholesale business to engage and participate in the new internet distribution chain by

supplying services that accommodate direct to consumer shipments. These options will
include participation in various programs within the internet segment and evaluation

of

potential returns on each of these investments. It will also look at the diffrrsion of a
wholesale company and its adaptation to new internet marketing strategies. This paper

will detail results of

each of the explorations and outline potential options available for

giftware wholesalers. It will review adjustment to these new innovative initiatives as

well

as

review the receptivity of leadership strategies when confronting organizational

change
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Definitions
For this research study the following definition will be utilized:

'
'

Independent Retailer: A brick and mortar retail store, privately owned.
Internet Retailer: A retailer that does not have a store front, but instead promotes
business online and operates a fulfillment center where merchandise is
warehoused and shipped.

'

Virfual Internet Retailer: An internet retailer that does not own inventory, but
instead employs Intermediaries to manage their virtual inventories. This category
of a retailer is sometimes referred to as Infomediaries as they facilitate the virtual
sale through strategic internet marketing.
Wholesaler: A manufacture, supplier or vendor that inventories product with the
primary role of distributing to independent retailers or key accounts with specified

'

product.

'
'
'
'

Drop Ship: This refers to a service in which an Infomediary and or virtual retailer
purchases product from a vendor and the wholesaler "drop ships" from their
warehouse directly to the end consumer.
Infomediaries: Businesses that capture information and use the datato market on
behalf of a business. Their strengths are connecting supplier and end user through
information technology.
Intermediaries: Strengthen the supply chain by specializing in a process/system
that improves organization efficiencies and economy of scale.

GPM: Gross Profit Margin

- Standard equation that deducts expenses from the
total revenue and is then divided by total revenue.
Research Environment:

This research was conducted with the approval and participation of a privately
owned wholesaler in the giftware industry. This organization is a family business that
has flourished for over 40 years. Two siblings, both of who have a strong influence on

the organization, currently run

it.

The company has systematically experienced minor

shifts in its response to the environment during its existence. Most of the growth has
been a result of product expansions, innovative product designs as well as movement into

alternative market segments that include home decor, furniture and the fashion market. It
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is a well-established and reputable company that serves independent retailers as well as

key accounts throughout the world. Upon visiting this organization,

1zou are greeted

by

a

team of dedicated employees, many of whom have been there more than 25 years. Most

of the systems and processes that are part of the everyday operations are similar to those
that were created decades ago. From the company's inception it has been entrenched in
processes and systems that support traditional retail distribution by sourcing product
overseas, warehousing the product in the United States, and making

it available to

retailers for resale. Most retailers in turn purchase the product and sell it from their brick
and mortar store.

The organization, however, is experiencing a structural change influenced by the

internet. Virtual retailers are developing and beginning to compete with traditional brick
and mortar retail stores. These retailers create visual storefronts; promote products

through technologically sav\ry techniques and have product "drop shipped" directly from
the wholesaler to the consumer. This new opportunity for traditional wholesalers, while

enticing, comes with real fixed costs. The organization has struggled with how best to
approach this this new opportunity.

Traditional

Wholes

ale

Dis tribution

When servicing conventional wholesale market orders, there are minimums per

item as well as per shipment. Most items are shipped to stores in inner packs of 2-lZ
pieces for resale. Some larger, more expensive items are shipped in units of l -2 per inner

pack. Statistics for the company we are examining indicate that a typical order has 14
line items (different products) and an average of 84 items in each shipment. The average
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wholesale order is $300. The orders of multiple items are shipped together in a reshipper

box and usually sent to a commercial address. The retailers are set up as customers and
the ship to address remains the same for every order. A standard wholesale packing slip
is included in every order, and gross profit margins for products sold are traditionally 576s%.
When processing "drop ship orders to consumers, wholesalers incur all of the
same expenses associated with a wholesale order; however, there are additional costs to
serve this segment. The average consumer order is much smaller and traditionally is

shipped in single units that need to be repackaged. These orders expose wholesalers to

additional labor and expenses, which reduce gross profit margins. Some of these
incidental costs include the box to reship the product, the breaking of traditional pack
sizes, inventory management, labor for processing a ship to address for each new order,

special handling to include packing slips to identiS, the virtual retailer, and higher
shipping costs to residential addresses. In addition, items purchased at the wholesale

level are calculated decisions. Items are marked for resale, and return rates are
historically quite low. On the contrary, a consumer purchase is frequently an emotional

buy. If

the product does not meet a consumer's expectation,

it is returned at a higher rate

than if they purchased through a brick and mortar store.

Figure 1 itemizes some of the stark differences between a traditional wholesale
order and a direct to consumer shipment. The high cost ratio of processing small

individual orders can prohibit

a wholesaler

from pursuing drop ship opportunities.
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Amazon

- Retail Fulfillment Opportunities

When studying consumer fulfillment, it is important to recognize the systems and
processes that have evolved with e-retailing. From its inception, Amazon built its model

to accommodate small direct to consumer shipments and has put together numerous
programs to support the virtual retailer. Amazon has "spent hundreds of millions

of

dollars" to develop state of the art distribution facilities to accommodate this growing
segment and to ensure impeccable delivery (Green, Berman, Hof,

para.l

l).

& Palmer,

2000,

Amazon offers retailers an array of services that assist a retailer in growing

their internet business. According to amazonservices.com (Am azon)

20ll),

Amazon aids

retailers in building a website for a nominal fee of $39.99 a month and a lS%
commission of total sales. By building a website with Amazon, a retailer connects their
storefront with the most reputable e-retailer. It gives the virtual retailer's site the

Amazon seal of approval, which is then promoted to millions of shoppers. In addition to
this basic service, Amazon likewise offers supplementary services, at a cost, which

1,2

enhances the shopping experience for the consumer and assumes some of the services
the retailer. These include payment solutions, adveftising options,

of

"priming" (upgrading

your business page to cater to a select crowd), as well as fulfillment services. Essentially,
Amazon, for a price, will perform most of the duties of an online retailer.

It is advantageous to review the structure

set up by Amazon

for e-retailers to

better recognize the components necessary when attempting internet retailing. For the
purpose of this study,

it is particularly important to understand the fulfillment benchmark

that is being offered by Amazonto compare the potential fulfillment expenses and

offerings compared to our experiment.
In order to look more closely at the expenses associated with Amazon's

fulfillment service, the researcher utilized the fulfillment calculator found on Amazon's
website. This formula identifies specifically how Amazon calculates fulfillment expenses
on each

item. This formula offers detailed information regarding how commission,

weight and size affect the cost to serve as well as identifies potential internal costs
associated with drop shipping.'For the purpose of this exercise, an evaluation of product

that was already recognized in Amazon's system was used so accurate measurements and

weight information was available. Four products were selected to differentiate costs for
inexpensive and expensive items, as well as for small and oversized products. By
inserting potential costs from Amazon and anticipated expenses, a vendor can see how

competitive their systems are at fulfilling particular items compared to Am azon.
For the purpose of this exercise, the wholesaler has attributed potential estimated
costs associated with processing an order. These special orders require special handling

'The calculations used regarding Amazon's fulfillment were found on
http://www.amaz onservices.com/ content/fu I fl I I m e nt-by- arrazon.htm/ref.
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and labor that are not part of a traditional wholesale order. For this experiment, g 7.00

was estimated for the processing of the order, which includes order retrieval, order entry,

confirmation, and payment. An additional $7.00 was figured for warehouse expense and

labor. If there were any additional packaging fees, these are listed on a separate line
rtem.

Amazon fulfills only for their customers who have built a website with them.
Therefore all orders placed through the Amazon website include a 15% commission

which is paid to Amazon. In addition, Amazon does not charge the e-retailer to have the
package shipped to the consumer
assumes

if they partake in their fulfillment program. Amazon

full responsibility for not only postage costs but also all shipping material

necessary for order processing. This offers a financial advantage to the virtual retailer as

shipping cost are no longer a concern. Amazon, however, collects any shipping income
accrued through the transaction from charging the consumer. In addition to a

commission fee, Amazon has itemizedequations that calculate the following fees: Order

Handling, Pick and Pack, Weight Handling and Storage Fees. The Retailer also has to
cover the shipping expenses to deliver product to an Amazon warehouse. For the
purpose of this exercise, the researchers have figured freight to one of Amazon's vast
warehouses using U,P.S. zone 2 rates. Calculations for freight to the consumer have been
expensed at a U.P.S. zone 5

rate. Zone 5 is the average distance for the wholesaler when

shipping product directly to the consumer.
Some interesting findings from this research identifli the efficiencies of working

with Amazon's fulfillment services. First, if Amazon is warehousing the product for an
e-retailer, they do not charge the vendor freight to the consumer. In addition, they do not

1,4

collect commission on the freight charges. Immediately this allows the virtual retailer,
who is using the ftilfillment option, to be more competitive, especially on inexpensive

items. The process allows Amazon to collect the freight charges from the consumer for
the shipment, or not charge freight to their premier customers. Bezos realized when

building Amazon that "the only way to ensure Amazon customers got consistently good
service and good prices was to control the transaction from beginning to end" (Hamilton,
2004, p. 42). By

fulfilling for other vendors, Amazon is assured of shipment

and

excellent service. They are then able to market these products to their premier customers

which generates more sales for not only Amazon, but also the participating e-retailer.
While Amazon does not charge for freight, they do enumerate other fees
associated with warehousing and transferring product. These fees are itemized under

order handling, pick and pack, weight handling and storage fees. Each fee is carefully
computed by an equation that calculates the weight and volume of a particular item. The
wholesaler likewise charges for order handling and pick and pack fees, however at a flat
rate per

item. In addition, the wholesaler

passes on the cost of materials necessary

for

shipping the item. Amazon does not itemize packing material, as the ultimate goal is to
pack multiple items that are in the warehouse into one box.
When referencing Figure 2, which relates to an inexpensive item, the
disadvantages of

fulfilling at this price point

are quite apparent. The retail price of the

item is proportionately low given the fulfillment cost. Services offered by the wholesaler
and Amazon presents a comparable financial deficit for the virfural retailer. The cost to
serve is ultimately too high for the low retail value.

It is however feasible that if

a virtual

retailer would ship this product to Amazon in larger quantities, the inbound shipping
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costs would be dramatically reduced offering favorable rnargins. It would take further

analysis to understand better the potential quantity necessary to offset this expense.
Further consideration would also need to be given for product storage prior to shipment

to the consumer as Amazon charges for products stored in their warehouse for more than
30 days. If a virtual retailer is able to ship product in large quantities to Amazon and sell
the product within 30 days, the overall

fulfillment charges are significantly better than the

wholesaler's option. The price point identified in Figure 2 could additionally be better
served by selling direct to Amazon Corporate, as they are able to process the order

without excessive charges and offer their customers a popular and inexpensive item.
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Figure 2: Costs Associated with Sample
Sample

#

1: Small item

-

#1

inexpensive

Product f)imensions: 8" x 4" x .2"
Shipping Weight: 0.5 pounds
Wholesale

Fulfillment

Amflzon Fulfillment

REVENUE
Item Price
Shippine

REVENUE SUBTOTAL

$ 2.49
$ 5.49
$ 7.98

$ 2.49
$ 0.00
s 2.49

s
$ .70

$ .70

COST
Commission
Estimated Cost of Goods

Fulfillment Cost

Amazon Commission
Cost of Goods

Order Handling
Pick and Pack
Outbound Shipping-USPS
Weight Handling
30 Day Storage
Inbound Shippins

$ 7.00
$ 7.00

$

Customer Service
Prep Service - Materials

EVALUATION

$ .37

$ r.00
$ 1.00

1.71

N/A

$ .37

N/A
N/A
N/A

$

.01

$

1.71

Amazon Provided

34

Total Revenue

$ 7.98

Total Cost
Potential Profit/Loss
Virtual Retailer Gross
EryIt Margin (Loss)

$ 16.75

$s.1 6

($ 8.221
(10e%)

(52.67\
(t07%)

s 2.49

* Consumer shipping rates for the wholesaler fulfillment was
figured from rates found for like items and

calculated at $4.49 + $0.50 per pound. All fractions are rounded up
sConsumer shipments for this item was figured
item, it was too expensive to ship via UpS
*Amazon rates were figured from their

from USPS rates as of December 201 I

-

Due to the size of the

fulfillment portal as of I 212011
httn://www.am azonservlces
fillment-bv
' Volume frequency could reduce the overall published rate and offer wholesalers and retailers
additional savings.
' It should also be noted that for this exercise, shipment inbound to Amazon was calculated at one
piece. Additional profits would be made when shipping additional quantities of a given product.
*Cost of goods figured from the 2011 wholesale
price list and does not denote any additional discounts

Figure 3 is a moderately priced and an average sized package. From the rates
presented, the wholesaler's fulfillment costs are slightly higher than Amazon's.

A virtual

retailer would be better served utilizing Amazon's fulfillment services however would

still operate at a loss. Ultimately economies of scale would be required to offset the
inbound shipping expense to Amazon and the turn over of the product.
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Figure 3: Costs Associated with Sarnple #2

- Jewelry- Stand

sample #2 - SmallAvledium Item - Low price point - #35903
Product Dimensions: I 4.1" x 10.8" x 4.7" inches
Shipping Weight: 1.35 pounds
Wholesale Fulfillment

REVENUE
Item Price
Shippine
ORDER TOTAL
COSTS
Commission

Amazon Commission

EVALUATION

$s.99

14.99
$ 0.00

$20.98

s14.99

$

$

s2.2s

Cost of Goods

s 6.00

$ 6.00

Order Handling
Pick and Pack
Outbound Shipping-Zone 5
Weight Handling
30 Day Storage
Inbound Shippine - Zone2
Customer Service
Prep Service-Materials

$ 7.00
$ 7.00
$ 9.92

$
$

Estimated Cost of Goods

Fulfillment Cost

$ 14.99

Amazon Fulfillment

Total Revenue

N/A
NA
NA

1.00

$ .74

$ .25
$8.79

Amazon Provided

$ 1.42
$ 20,98
$ 31.34
($ 10.36)

Total Cost

1.00

$ 14.99
$ 20.03
$ (5.04)

Potential Profit/Loss
Virtual Retailer Cross
(4e%)
(34%)
Profit Margin (Loss)
+Consumer shipping rates for
the wholesaler fulfi llment was figured from rates found for like items and carcurated
at $4.49 + $0.50 per pound. All factions are roun ded up
*Amazon rates were figured from their fulfillment
portal as of I 2120n
http://www amazonservtces
llment-bv-am
.htm/ref
*consumer shipments were figured from
UPS rates as of December 201I
' Outbound shipping for the wholesaler was figured from Zone 5 Residential to ship to consumer
homes

'
'

Inbound shipping to Amazon was figured on Zone 2 Commercial, as it is the average zone due to
the locations of their distribution centers.
It should be noted that It should also be noted that for this exercise, shipment inbound to Amazon
was calculated at one piece. Additional profits would be made when shipping additional quantities
of a given product. Volume would reduce the overall published rate and offer wholesalers and
retailers additional savings.

*Cost of goods figured from the 201I wholesale
price list and does not denote any additional discounts

Figure 4, with a retail price of $47.99, an internet retailer is able to make a profit

from selling virtually with both the wholesaler's and Amazon's programs. Gross profit
margins for virtual retailers are 8% from the services offered by the wholesaler and 4yo

for Amazon's services. The wholesaler program, in this instance has become a slightly
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better choice for the virtual retailer. Not only does this program offer a greater rate

of

return, but also does not require the retailer to purchase product until it is sold, limiting

their risk of having to pay for warehouse space. In the long run, it would be to the
advantage of a virflral retailer to choose the wholesaler's

fulfillment option given that

they are able to adequately market the product. It should be noted however that while
there is a slight profit, the small margin is not significant.

Figure 4: Costs Associated with Sample #3
Sample #3

-

Average Size - Medium Price Range
Product Dimensions: 12.75" x 72.5" x 1 l" inches
Shipping Weight: 4.65 pounds
Wholesale

REVENUE

Fulfillment

Item Price
Shippine

$47.99
s7.49

REVENUE SUBTOTAL

$ss.48

Amazon Fulfillment
s47.99
$ 0.00
947.99

MISCELLANEOUS
COST
Commission
Estimated Cost of Goods

Fulfillment Cost

Amazon Commission

Order Handling
Pick and Pack
Outbound Shipping-Zone 5
Weight Handling
30 Day Storage
Inbound Shippine - Zone 2
Customer Service
Prep S ervice-Materials

EVALUATION

Total Revenue
Total Cost
Potential Profit/Loss
Virtual Retailer Cross
Profit Margin

$ 24.s0

fi 7.20
$ 24.s0

$ 7.00
$ 7.00

$ r.00
$ r.00

$

$ l 1.20
N/A
NA
NA

fi.74
$ 1.48
$ 9.28

Amazon Provided

$

1.42

$ss.48

$47.00

$5 1 .12

$4s.20

$ 4.36
8%

$

1.80

4%

*Consumer

shipping rates for the wholesaler fulfillment was figured from rates found for like items and calculated
at $4.49 + $0.50 per pound. All factions are rounded up
*Amazon rates were figured from their
fulfillment portal as of 12/20 1l
httn://www .amazonservices.com/ content/fu I fi [ I m ent-bv-amazon. htm/ref.
*Consumer shipments were figured from
UPS rates as of Decernber 201 I
' Outbound shipping for the wholesaler was figured from Zone 5 Residential to ship to consumer
homes

'
'

Inbound shipping to Amazon was figured on Zone 2 Commercial, as it is the average zone due to
the locations of their distribution centers.
It should be noted that for this exercise, shipment inbound to Amazon was calculated at one piece.
Additional profits would be made when shipping additional quantities of a given product. Volume
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frequency would reduce the overall published rate and offer wholesalers and retailers additional
savings.

*Cost of goods figured from the 2011 wholesale price
list and does not denote any additional discounts

In Figure 5, the example illustrates a higher priced item that is oversized. From this
sample, the commission for Amazon increased with the price of the object and is

a

significant expense. In addition, Amazon has included a hefty oversize fee that is
calculated by both the weight and the volume of the product. From this example, the
wholesaler is able to offer the virlual retailer a significant saving over Amazon with gross

profit margins of 48o/o verse 29%.

Figure 5: Costs Associated with Sample #4
Sample #4

- Large-expensive

and oversized item

Product Dimensi ons: 27" x 24.7 5" x g5" inches
Shipping Weight: 28.2 pounds
Wholesale

Fulfillment

REVENUE
Item Price

Amazon Fultillment

s 249.00

s249.00

Shippinq

s 18.6s

REVENUE SUBTOTAL

$267.65

$ 0.00
$249.00

MISCELLANEOUS
COST
Commission
Estimated Cost of Goods

Fulfillment Cost

Amazon Commission
Cost of Goods
Order Handling
Pick and Pack
Outbound Shipping-Zone
Weight Handlins
30 Day Storage
lnbound Shippine
Customer Service

5

$
$

100.00

$ 37.35
100.00

$

$7.00
$7.00
$24.19

$ 6.00

N/A

$ 14.80

NA

$

NA
NA

$ r 6.01

2.20

Amazon Provided

Prep Service

EVALUATION

Total Revenue

$267.65

s249.00

Total Cost
Potential Profit/Loss
Virtual Retailer Gross
Profit Margin

$138.r9

$ r 76.36

$ 129.46

s

48%

72.64
2.9%

+Consumer shipping rates for
the wholesaler fulfillment was figured from rates found for like items and calculated
at $4.49 + $0.50 per pound. All factions are rounded up
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*Amazon rates were figured from their fulfillment portar
as of lzlz0ll
http://www .am azonservices.com/con tent/fulfillm
amazon.htm/ref
+consumer shipments were figured from LJps
rates as of December 20l l
' Outbound shipping for the wholesaler was figured from Zone 5 Residential to ship to consumer
homes

'
'

Inbound shipping to Amazon was figured on Zone 2 Commercial, as it is the average zone due to
the locations of their distribution centers..
It should be noted that for this exercise, shipment inbound to Amazon was calculated at one piece.
Additional profits would be made when shipping additional quantities of a given product. Volume
frequency would reduce the overall published rate and offer wholesalers and retailers additional
savings.

*Cost of goods figured from the 2011 wholesale
price list and does not denote any additional discounts

From this analysis, it is apparent the retail price and size of an item affect the

ability of

a wholesaler

to offer fulfillment competitively. Amazon is much more efficient

at fulfilling low cost items from their warehouse to one consumer as they are able to
combine multiple items in one box for shipment. As the items get larger and weigh more,

Amazon is not as efficient of an option for the virfual retailer. It is important to
recognize, however, that Amazon's fulfillment services are tied to a much larger

marketing machine. The exposure alone may offer the retailer the competitive advantage
to sell much more than if they are marketing outside of this framework. Any retailer
contemplating entering the virtual market needs to carefully review the cost associated

with this type of sale to evaluate potential fulfillment options.

Implementing

C orporate C hange :

It is obvious that there is a revolution of change induced by the internet.
Consumer buying habits are changing supply chain options. It is necessary that

traditional wholesalers adapt internally to these oppoffirnities. "Globali zation, new
technologies, and greater transparency have combined to upend the business

environment" (Reeves & Deimler,201 1, p. 136). Daft (2008) argues that there are
multitude of forces driving the need for major organizational change which include
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a

globalization, technological change, e-business, increased competition, and shifting
markets fu. a55). Implementing new strategies for organizations can be a daunting task.

"Everyone senses that business conditions are different from those of a few years ago, yet
few grasp just how fundamentally the changes are and how swiftly they are overtaking
businesses of all kinds" (Bossidy

& Charan,

2004, p.

7).

Businesses tend to attend to

daily tasks and functions and not address the structural shifts that are occurring
externally.
Change in organizations is not easy. The internet is spawning new businesses and

opportunities. Established organizations frequently fail to recognize the shifts and make
the appropriate changes. There is "a persistent pattern of failure among sector-leading

firms related to a lack of awareness of opporfunities in new markets. This blindness is
created by u new-exclusive focus on existing customers [and processes], coupled with a

dismissal of low-profit but developing areas of business" (Gallaugher, 2002,p.91). "The
greatest consistent damage to businesses and their owners is the result not of poor
management technique but the failure, sometimes

willful, to confront reality" (Bossidy &

Charan, 2004, p. 18). Those organizations and leaders who prefer to cling to status quo

will eventually be eliminated by those that have adapted to change (Hopen,2010, p. 3).
Organizations and industries must open their eyes to the affect of the internet on their
business segment. "The Click and the Dead" article in the Economlsr indicates that

organtzations that are unable to adapt to "the demands of consumers in the internet age"

will eventually be extinct (2010, p. 74).
The influenc'e of the internet on Supply Chain Management is increasingly

complex. The multifaceted opportunities are exceedingly challenging and require precise
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and decisive strategic leadership from the top (Heckmann, Shorten,

"Leadership Cuts," para.
and ultimately evolve.

l).

& Engel,2003,

Leadership plays a vital role in how organizations respond

It is, therefore, imperative that leaders in the wholesale industry

begin to transition to the new market opportunities available to them and develop
strategic insight on how to best direct these external and internal initiatives. There are
rewards for organizations that are able to adapt to these new opportunities. "The
adoption of management ideas aligned with the collaboration potential afforded by the
Internet and Web can place companies in tremendously advantageous positions within

their industries" (Kock,2002, p. L}Z).
Transitioning organizations towards internal change to accommodate the
changing external environment is a necessary,yet difficult task. When the rate of

transformation externally surpasses the change internally, it creates a very unhealthy
balance for the company (Daft, 2008, p. a5a). Interestingly, organizations get

comfortable with processes, distort reality and ultimately become complacent in their
internal strategies. "Internal realities include the organization's capabilities and
behaviors. People often miss the external realities because they're overly focused on
internal processes, policies, and politics" (Bossidy & Charan,2004, p.ZZ). Core

organizational competencies must keep pace with the changes occurring outside of the
otganization. Many organizations rise to fame or quick demise is indicative of how well
they manage and adapt to changes in the environment (Bruckman,2008, p.211).
Frequently the mindset of the organization cannot accept new realities because it goes
against all their previous success (Bossidy &. Charan,2004,p.23). Organizations get
embedded in their history of processes and services and are unwilling to comprehend
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structural changes that affect the overall security and viability of their business. The
concept of adaptation is quite simple. "External change demands internal change. More
processes need to be made more

efficient. New work methods and products must be

created. Organizations need to be reorgani zed to focus more on customers or growth"

(Kotter,2008, p.

l2). With the accelerated

rate of change in today's channels, it is

imperative that leaders actively engage organizations towards constructive and continual
change. In order for an organization to continually compete in today's markets, it needs

to monitor cuffent systems and processes, and consistently look for ways to improve and
change with shifting markets and opportunities.

Resistance to Change

A company's response to change, like an individual's response, can very
significantly. Leaders need to be cognizant of the natural apprehension of change and not
ignore the human components required when implementing change (Trybus, 2011, p. 34).
The need to change can be confronted with much resistance. Bruckman (2008) identifies
a strong

listing of reasons that individuals resist change. The rationale can threaten status

Quo, challenge confidence, as
success (Bruckman, 2008,

well

as present defensive responses to past histories and

p.212). In addition,

one key rationale for resistance to

transform is the discernment of introducing individual and organizational stress
(Bruckman, 2008 , p. 213). Implementing and organizing successful change within an
organization is painful. Even though it may be necessary for the overall survival of the
organization, transitioning from one business model to another is a very intimate process
that necessitates going to the heart of each participant. In order to initiate successful
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change, leaders must have the commitment from all of the company's key players. This

type of change requires strong leadership that is able to not only transition to new
business models, but inspire continual change and growth in an organization by altering

the mindsets of its employees.

Review of Literature
To study this topic, I focused on key words that included changing channels of
distribution, retail sales, Internet and its affect on business, consumer habits, changing
otganizations and change leadership. With this search I found there is an abundance

of

scholarly peer reviewed journals that focus on different aspects of my research topic

which assisted in the development of this paper. There is a wealth of information
regarding the impact of technology on retail environments and changing channels

of

distribution as well as research regarding the consequence of leadership and change
leadership traits. It also addresses individual and businesses responses towards

innovation and change.

The Internet has Changed Social Behavior

Sandra Vannoy and Prashant Palvia (201O)'z studied the social influence model

of

technology adoption. In their research they identified that "human innovation, in
combination with the internet, networking, and communications technologies has

'Vannoy and Palvia's (2010) research on social influence is derived from qualitative
research and observation of social group's responses over a given period of time. They
derived substantial quantitative data confirming the influence of technologies on
individuals and groups (Vannoy & Palvia,20l0). These studies validate the notion that
technologies become embedded in human experience and ultimately change societies.
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produced a new platform for social and business networking" that cannot be ignored

(Vannoy & Palvia ,2010, p. 149). They define" "human innovation" as the diffusion of
innovation through group interaction that causes individuals to conform (Vannoy &
Palvia, 2010, p. 149)". Essentially the research identifies how technology is accepted by
individuals and groups and ultimately changes the way people interact. These new
technology adoption rules are being embedded in society and changing the way people
interact with technology (Vannoy & Palvia, 20lO,p, la9). This adoption of new
behaviors had radically changed individuals and societies. Businesses need to reco gnize
and capitalize on the social changes and adjust their strategies to accommodate new
needs

Vannoy and Palvia (2010) identified that "as the Internet, networking, and
communications technologies become increasingly embraced by individuals and
embedded in everyday lives and activities, technologically enabled social structures are

emerging" that change fundamental business practices (p. 150). As technology changes
the way individuals and groups interact, likewise businesses must recognize these social
changes and adapt to the new environment. The research reviews how social networks

have tremendous influence on businesses and technology adoption (Vannoy & Palvia,
2010, p. 151). They developed a Social Influence Model from the case studies that they
reviewed that identify how an individual ultimately conforms to technological innovation

(Vannoy & Palvia,2010, p.

l5l).

The study recommends the necessity of reviewing how

these social networks have altered traditional business models and address the changes

that are shifting potential opportunities and threats (Vannoy & Palvia, 2010,p. 153).
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E-Business has Changed Traditional Retail Strategy
E-business has changed the retail environment. Darrell Rigby3 (201 1) identifies

the changes in the environment and suggests that retailers who do not confront realities

of

the digital transition will evenfually be extinct. Conventional retailers should not be
content with incremental change and instead engage on new levels. Rigby (2011) argues
that about half of all retail sales are in some way influenced by digital information and it
is imperative that traditional retail establishments invest in e-commerce strategies (para.

8). While a retail

store may survive when internet revenues in their category are only

Zo/a

to 3Yo, estimates suggest that internet sales in some categories will reach 15% to 20o/o in
the very near future (Rigby, 2011). Rigby (2011) introduces the concepr of an

"omnichannel" world. In this new era consumers will use digital technology to shop not
only the internet but also brick and mortar stores. It will be an integrated perspective that
incorporates cell phone technology, internet retailing, and a physical store. Retailers that
do not adhere to this movement will be in crisis (Rigby, 2011). The next generation

of

digital retailing is eminent and conventional retail storeowners must take steps to adapt to
the opportunity. The physical aspect of their store offers advantages over strictly internet
retailers and they must learn to use this asset to their advantage.

Revolutionizing a retail establishment is not an easy task. Rigby (2011) identifies
that the innovation threatens the very basic foundation of the business and will require an
investment in new ideas and plans. Likewise it will mandate that the store attract

' Rigby (201 1) is a respected authority on strategy issues, innovation and change
management. He is a partner at a global management-consulting firm and directs the
global retail and innovative practices. He specializes in corporate strategy and
participating in turbulent markets. He has published his works in numerous books and is
a respected keynote speaker. His recommendations regarding omnichannel retailing offer
convincing strategies regarding market statistics and innovative measures.
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innovative, tech-savvy individuals that understand how to market in the digital age
(Rigby, 2011). "Omnichannel retailing is the way forward for retailers seeking to satisfu
customers who increasingly want everything" (Rigby,201 1, "Bringing Digital and

Physical Retailing Together," para. 1). It brings digital and physical retailing together.

Businesses Must Adjust to New Market Needs
Some of the literature reviewed provides convincing evidence regarding how

technology has altered businesses and the channels of distribution. Watson, Zinkhan and
Pitt (2000) discuss how the internet has changed the demands of customers and created a
significant risk for many businesses.

o

The channels of distribution have been altered as

new businesses and supplier evolve to serve new customer needs. The globalization of
the world market has eliminated geographical boundaries and opened the door to an
abundance of new competition. To address this trend,

it is essential that businesses

continually look for new markets and demands (Watson , Zinl<ha& & Pitt, 2000, p. 98).
Businesses cannot be stagnant. While the infrastructure of the internet brings threats,

it

also brings opportunity to those organizations that adapt to the changing technologies. In
an era of rapidly changing technologies, choosing not to adapt leads to stagnation and

demise (Watson , Zinl<hail, & Pitt, 2000, p. 100).

o

Watson , Zinl<han and Pitt (2000) based their study on accumulative research that has
been done on electronic commerce relating to businesses. Their research is a culmination
of both extensive quantitative and qualitative methods. Through numerous case studies
they analyzed data by looking at the degree of internet use and business growth.
Numerous patterns evolved from their research regarding innovative internet strategies.
In 2008, Watson, Pitt, Zinkhan and Berthon compiled research and authored a textbook,
Electronic Commerce: The Strategic Perspective that explains their research and
discusses the implications of their findings for businesses today.

2B

Patrick Lee (2004) recognizes the monumental changes regarding consumerbuying habits that are affecting society (p. 30).t He identifies that the internet offers
consumers an abundance of new purchasing options and disrupts standard purchasing
channels (Lee, 2004, p.

30). Businesses must adapt and learn new ways to participate in

the distribution process. It is necessary for businesses to clarifo their current position in
the market and strategize regarding future potential (Lee, 2004, p. 32). Lee (2004)
discovered that "many companies base their goals on current processes and systems and
therefore have limited strategic direction" (p.32). This limited perspective hinders
businesses from being able to compete in the new internet-based environment (Lee

,2004,

p. 32). Lee (2004) collected qualitative data from his observation and participation

within numerous manufacturing businesses. He documented observations of
organizations that were implementing strategic initiatives that required changes to their
business model (Lee, 20A4, p. 32).

E-Business and Resistance in Organizations
John Wargin and Dirk Dobiey (2001) specifically address the management

of

change in the digital economy.u They argue that the internet has become an intricate part

of every business (Wargin & Dobiey,2001). It has given a tremendous amount of buying
power to consumers and has fostered knowledge driven organizational strategies (Wargin
t

As an electronic and manufacturing engineer, Lee (2004) has focused his energies on
designing effective change within organizations and has published information regarding
or ganrzation al change efforts.
6
Wargin and Dobiey (2001) have both been intimately involved in change management.
They worked at Hewlett-Packard implementing strategy and organizational change
internally as well as with external clients. The research is based on their observations of
client's receptivity and execution of technological related organizational change.
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& Dobiey,200l). The new technologies

have had a rippling effect on individuals,

leaders, and organizations. The change brought on by the digital era has brought with it a
necessity to examine how best to address digital opportunity within an organization.

Interestingly, many times the new e-commerce prospects are hindered by internal
resistance. Wargin and Dobiey (2001) identifo three primary resistances found in

individuals in organizations when addressing technology and or new approaches to
business.
People resist, because they lack skills to use and gain benefits from the new
technologies.
There is resistance because employees in the traditional companies and
industries do not understand the 'big picture' and how the application of the new
technologies changes how business is done and processes executed.
Finally, resistance, especially in middle and upper management, comes
from the fact that new technologies and their translation into new business models
redefine the organizational structures and power bases. (p. 73).

Interestingly, Wargin and Dobiey (2001) identifo leadership characteristics that
are specific to confronting organizational e-business change. Leaders "evangelize about
e-business and technologies from top to bottom. They tend to be risk takers and have a

high tolerance for ambiguity. They take a personal responsibility for driving e-business
efforts"

(p.71).

The leaders do not delegate but encourage new understanding and

perspectives. E-leaders will do everything they can to stay on top of the changing
channels and information and frequently interact with young employees. These E-leaders
understand that change is happening continuously and, likewise,

it is imperative that

organtzations keep flowing with the technological opportunities. They are not afraid to

make mistakes but fear more that not taking active steps towards understanding change
could be the otganization's demise. Creating an environment of cultural innovation is
imperative to the ultimate success of an organization. Employees must embrace the fact
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that their job must perpetually be changing with new ideas and improvements. They
must have the freedom to share radical ideas that challenge current business models,
alliances and processes. They must consistently create new ways of working and looking
at their

jobs (Wargin & Dobiey, 2001, p. 79).
The new e-leader will create an organization that combines both a vertical and

horizontal management style. The fluid management structure will encourage
collaboration among individuals as well as consistent integration of information that
support the changes needed to engage the customer. Wargin and Dobiey (2001) conclude
that e-business has created a revolution in leadership and management practices that
necessitate organizations to consistently reinvent themselves, be fluid, and build on the
resources of people and ideas. "Winning organizations do not fear the future, but rather
are able to change processes, business models, products and services with speed and

determination" (Wargin & Dobiey, 200 1, p. 7Z).

Change Leadership

Miller (2002) also studied change leaders in an attempt to understand their
distinctive characteristics.' He recognized that the majority of change efforts fail. He
concluded that a strong leader is vital to any major organizational change and identified
specific traits necessary to execute change initiatives. Miller suggests that change
leadership requires a person to not only garner the commitment of employees, but also

provide the authority and structure to actualize the proposed change (2002,p. 361). His

'Miller

(2002) derived his research from observations over 20 years of aiding
organizations through major change. He is a respected source regarding change
leadership. He has directed complex technological and strategic change initiatives and
brings a wealth of experiences and observations regarding change leadership.
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framework for successful leaders builds on the leader's own ability to adapt, as well

as

the leader's perceptions and understandings of what makes change successful. "A key
determinant to implementation of change is personal change adaptability. Adaptability is
the ability of individuals to navigate change successfully" (Miller,2002,p.3GZ). Leaders
need to be

fluid in their adoption of ideas and processes. Rigid individuals are much

more likely to block change initiatives. Miller developed a listing of characteristics
possessed by adaptive leaders, which include being optimistic, self-assured, innovative,

collaborative, purposeful, structured and proactive (2002, p. 363).

A leader's perspective

and experience shape the decisions he makes.

Miller

(2002) identifies a Stage 4 leader as ideal as they comprehensively understand the human
component to change leadership and work at devising a plan for commitment and
evaluation (p. 364). This type of leader communicates relentlessly until all objectives
and concerns are addressed before implementation begins. They embrace the change

mission as a personal conquest with passion and dedication destined for success. They

likewise are interactive with other members and actively participating in the change effort

with relentless and methodical precision.
Koestenbaum (2002) suggests that leadership is a mindset and pattern
behaviors and is a way of creating new ways of thinking and acting

of

(p.23).t He suggests

that individuals need to be very willing to change their perceptions and change radically
regarding what is happening and can happen

(p.24.

This approach to business

8

Koestenbaum (2002) is a respected source who has worked with numerous executives
and organizations regarding change leadership. He developed the widely used leadership
diamond that incorporates a leadership philosophy for individuals and organizations. His
work is published and widely accepted. He is founder and chairman of the Koestenbaum
Institute that teaches leadership awareness globally.
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leadership creates an empowerrnent and alertness to what is happening on how it can
change.

In order to attain the ability to lead more efficiently, Koestenbaum (2002) created
the facets of a leadership diamond. His theory focuses on the developing four primary
leadership characteristics: vision, reality, ethics and courage (p.41). "The leadership
diamond methodology is devoted to understanding and teaching the personal side

of

leadership" (Koestenbaum,2002, p. 610). It is a detailed philosophy that looks at the
inner psyche of leadership and its potential to transform not only businesses but also

individuals.

Koestenbaum (2002) defines vision as moving away from micro management to
macro leadership. He encourages individuals to think big, think new, think creatively,
expand and explore

(p.42). Reality is another facet of the diamond

and balances visional

dreams. "Realism is the pragmatism of being in touch with the market, with facts and

with the truth" (Koestenbaum, 2002,p.44). Itrequires that individuals be intimately
connected to the harsh realities of what is happening externally, to think relentlessly

about survival, and continually look to understand other perceptions and facts. Being in

reality encourages individuals to have meticulous commitment to search for information
all the while remaining objective to information (Koestenbaum,2002,p.46). Both vision
and reality are necessary in leadership to efficiently understand the existing

circumstances and move towards what is optimal. The other two sides of Koestenbaum's
diamond include ethics and courage. These diamond facets encourage action brought on

by thoughtful choices and calculated risk. (Koestenbaum, 2002,p. 4g). Koestenbaum
suggests that a leader needs to possess at all four areas of the Leadership Diamond and
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ensure that all facets are equally balanced. When examining leadership skills in
businesses or individuals, the diamond defines areas of strengths and weaknesses.

Leadership is not efficient if there is not a balance between all the four components.
Figure 6 illustrates the Leadership Diamond Model (Koestenbaum ,2002, p 187). Given
this graphic, organizations along with individual employees can better understand and
discuss corporate strengths and weaknesses. When one or more of the facets are week,
changes the dynamics of the diamond and ultimately the effectiveness of leadership.

Yision

Heality

Greatnees

Ethics

taurage
The mind, $tretfhed to a Rerry idea, never
Soe$ back ts its eriginal dimension.

Figure 6 - The Leadership Diamond Model

- (Koestenbaum

,2002, p.187)

Koestenbaum also implies that an optimal organization needs to develop all
employees to be leaders. His process encourages individual development in leadership

skills by understanding the importance of all four quadrants of the diamond.
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it

Koestenbaum (2002) also discusses resistance to leadership in organizations. He

identifies that frequently individuals feel personally wounded by the suggestion to
change, have anxiety about how the development

will evolve

preserving status quo (Koestenbaum,2002, p. 22).

and or become

All of these resistances,

rigid in

he suggests,

can be overcome through empowering people to embrace the leadership diamond. By

engaging employees in a new way of thinking it enables understanding and valuable
discussions regarding implementation of new strategies and ideas.

Implementing Organizational Change
John P. Kotter is a specialist on organizational change.' His research has
encompassed years of examining the importance of change leadership and its affect on

organizations. Kotter (2008) suggests that in order to implement change a leader must

instill an urgency that conveys the critical importance of transformation (p. 7). He
proposes that urgent behavior is created by determination to be alert and proactive

(Kotter, 2008, p, 8). Urgency consistently scans the internal and external environment
looking for information relevant to success and failure (Kotter, 2008). Kotter (2008)
acknowledges that frequently organizations are complacent. "Complacency is almost
always the product of success or perceived success.
success has disappeared" (Kotter, 2008, p.

..tit] can live on long after great

20). Major change is never successful unless

the complacency level is low. A high urgency rate helps enormously in completing all
the states of a transformation process (Kotter, 1996, p. 36). He ascertains that in order for

is highly regarded for his studies on leadership and change. He has authored
numerous books on the subject and is a Professor of Leadership at Harvard. Kotter has
worked studying change leadership for over a decade and has been instrumental in
adapting or ganizati ons during thes e transformative tim e s.

'Kotter
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urgency to be felt, leaders nrust create it not only with business facts but also with
communication that goes to the heart of the people of the organrzation (Kotter,2008, p.
47).

According to Kotter ( 1996) creating urgency is the first of eight steps to leading
change

(p.21). From urgency you are able to (2) develop guiding

teams, create (3)

visions and strategies, which are then (4) communicated to and (5) empower employees

(Kotter, 1996, p. 21). This system enables a leader to (6) create short-term wins, (7)
grow from corporate and individual experience, improve change and (8) develop
persistent change strategies (Kotter, 1996, p. 2t). Ultimately, you change the culture

of

an organization to one that is innovative and urgent about change opportunity.

This review of literature identifies the changing business environment created by
the innovation of internet marketing. It also substantiates the drastic implications

of

technological innovation on organizations and channels of distribution. It identifies the
necessity of organizations to be cognizant of the radical changes occurring and the need

to adjust business practices. It also recognizes that organizational change is very difficult
as individuals and companies frequently refuse to confront the realities of their business

and or take the steps to adapt to new opporfunities. Likewise, this literature review

recognizes the need for change leaders and identifies unique characteristics and
circumstances necessary to foster effective change. Organizations in today's changing
markets are faced with intensified decisions given the threats and opportunities
accelerated by technology.

How organizations respond is crucial

realities, develop new processes and lead change.
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as

they confront new

Methodology:
This paper

will explore alternative options for a wholesaler to participate in an on-

line retail model. Two alternative models will be created to better understand the

viability of serving the on-line market. The research will carefully review not only the
possibility of a given program, but also examine potential profitability and feasibility of
execution. The two alternative experiments are generally described below.

'

Option 1: Engage Amazon Corporate to purchase directly from the wholesaler,
warehouse product and distribute directly to the consumer.

'

Option

2: Implementation of a conservative

drop ship program that includes

service fees to compensate for the cost to serve. This service is developed as an

opporfunity for retail stores to sell items on the internet, while the wholesaler, at
the retailer's direction, ships directly to the end consumer.

Amazon

- Selling Through Corporate

Warehouse

Amazon.com sells more than just books. Through corporate buyers, Amazon
purchases products that are warehoused and sold through their distribution channels.

This option offers them the abilify to offer a wider variety to their customer base as well
as make additional margin on sales.

Getting in front of an Amazon buyer is not an easy task. They are a powerhouse
that has the pick of the crop when it comes to product selection from wholesalers and

manufacturers. The wholesaler, in this instance, was able to secure an appointment
through a representative (intermediary) that works with one of the buyers. A presentation
was made to Amazon' s kitchen buyer.

It should be noted that buyers have a fairly
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nalrow category from which their department is able to select product. For the
wholesaler that is being researched, it would potentially require multiple appointments

from each buyer to potentially maximize growth. This format offers a wholesaler the

ability to have their product represented on Amazon at the consumer level and yet
maintain their traditional mode of distribution with Amazon shipping direct to the
consumer

At the time of the presentation in 2011, the wholesaler was presented with the
following terms and conditions in pursuing Amazon's business.

'
'
.
r
.
.
.
'
'

8o/o

discount off the documented wholesale price

Za/o

damage allowance

Net 60 day payment
$ 04 Commission

Amazon orders in standard minimum inner packs
Wholesale minimum order of $75.00
Supply digital images to Amazon of selected product
Complete detailed spreadsheets and data information about product.
(This is an extremely time consuming process).
Ship to up to 15 distribution centers

Amazon Results
From the visit with the buyer, 49 items were selected for the kitchen category. As
per December 2011, the amounts given in Figure 7 have been shipped to Amazon.

3B

Figure 7: Number of Llnits Shipped, Number of Orders Processed, and Total
Amazon July 201 I Through December 201 I
Amazon Corporate # Of Units Shipped
Ju
Au
tember
October
November
December
Total

Sales

for

# Of Orders
Processed

Total Sales

s07

19

ltq

36

1827.ss
$ 1912.3s

630
1

J/.
s8

180

1462
470

63

l3

$

$2523.80
$3 1 70.1 5

$487s.60
$2737 .s0
5.10
$16

Analysis, as of the date of this report, shown in figure 7, indicated that sales for
Amazon corporate totaled $16,465.10. During this time, Amazon's average order was

only $75.50, which is well below the wholesaler's average order. In addition,
participation in the corporate program has reflected its consequences in other areas of the
business. Immediately upon going live with Amazon direct, the wholesaler received
numerous phone calls from e-retailers who promoted the wholesaler's products via

Amazon's reseller web services. Some of these retailers do substantial business for
independents and purchase more than $100,000 worth of product from the wholesaler per

year. Unknown to the wholesaler, these retail stores were acting as infomediaries and
marketing product through Amazon's site. Essentially Amazon has low marginal
expectations of 40% GPM. This is a sharp contrast to the minimum markup that eretailers need to survive when marketing through Amazon's fulfillment system. When

Amazon stocks product, they request suggested retail prices that are well below the
competitive price and can potentially monopolize the sale of an item.
Figure

I highlights

actual wholesale costs and retail prices supplied to Amazon.

It also identifies retail prices found on the internet for the same product that is being
marketed by e-retailers. From figure 8, it is apparent why the wholesaler received an
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abundance of calls from e-retailers. In order for them to compete with Amazon, it r,vould
necessitate a severe reduction in their markup. From the retailers that called in response

to Amazon, most indicated the need to make at least double the cost of the product to
accommodate the sale. Their profit must offset the cost of merchandise, fulfillment,
merchant fees, labor, commission, advertising and shipping. For reference, an additional

column has been included that indicates prices and gross profit margins for traditional

brick and mortar stores. While these prices seem extraordinarily high, the 2.5 mark is an
average for the industry. These prices include the shipping of the product to their stores,

visual stimulation and instant gratification for the consumer.

Figure B: Wholesale Cost and Mark-upsfor Amazon, E-retailer & Brick & Mortar Stores

Wholesale
Cost

Amazon
Retail

10.00

17.95

17.2s
16.00
9.00
1s.00
5.50
11,00

29.95

Internet
Retail

Brick &
Mortar

Markup

Internet
Retailer
Mark u

Brick &
Mortar
Mark up

44%
42%
43%
40%
4A%
4s%
4s%

s0%
s7%
54%
5s%
s6%
s0%
56%

60%

Amazon

Retail

27 .95

20.00
39.99
34.99

14.95

19.99

24.9s
9.9s

34.00
10.99

13.7 5

19.95

24.99

27 .50

25.00
44.00
40.00
22.50
37 .50

6t%
60%
60%
60%
60%
60%

From figure 8, it is evident that putting product directly into Amazon's hands for
distribution does have a negative effect on the retail price. Amazon's business is built on
selling product in large quantities and not on high profit margins. Likewise, having
product purchased through Amazon direct created an adverse response for an
independent internet retailer to market like product. The wholesaler identified an e-

retailer cannot compete with, or promote, products that Amazon is corporately stocking.
The wholesaler compiled data that is found in Appendix
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C-l of this document. The data

highlights product purchase history from one virtual retailer prior to, and after Amazon
Corporate began to sell like product. The information offers some compelling

information. This particular e-retailer does over $60,000

a year

with the wholesaler.

They have stocked up to 682 items in Amazon's warehouse through Amazon's

fulfillment service. Of the 49 items that were selected by the Amazon's corporate buyer,
24 of the items were already in the warehouse through the e-retailer highlighted in figure

9. From the data, it was derived that the overall account statistic for the virhral retailer
was up slightly over last year sales. The e-retailer however stopped purchasing

t4 items

when the wholesaler sold directly to Amazon and yet continues to purchase l0 duplicate
ttems.

Figure 9: E-Retailer Statistics Regarding the Same Product in Amazon's Warehouse
!ncrease in sales from July - December over last year same

time

$qse.ao

Items not purchasing since Amazon

L4

overall items that E-retailer sells of wholesale/s product

582

items

It is important to keep in mind that these statistics are relevant to only one
account. There were quite a few accounts that called and indicated the same intentions.
Further research would have to be done to understand how the retailer is able to compete
on these items, as price point was not an indicator of items dropped. Likewise, this

sample is only a portion of the e-retailers selling on Amazon, and additional data could be
collected to better assess the overall impact of Amazon purchases on e-retailer sales.
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It should also be noted that shipping direct to Amazon warehouses is a laborious
task that requires the wholesaler to accommodate additional processes when shipping an

order. Amazon requires that all orders are acknowledged, a customer service
representative then enters the orders into the system, packs the boxes and submits the
order to Amazon for routing. Amazon then sends a packing slip that needs to be inserted

into each box as well as a shipping label that must be used on each shipment. After the
shipment has been completed, a verification is then sent confirming shipment.

Interestingly, the ship-to warehouse address cannot be predicted and changes with each

order. The wholesaler has to-date shipped to 15 different distribution locations. The
wholesaler has found that Amazon's shipping requirements are quite time consuming
especially given the low ($75) minimum orders.

Conservative Drop Ship Experiment

While there are many items in the vast line of products that are difficult to drop
ship due to their high cost to serve ratio, there are a handful of items in the wholesalers'

inventory that are large, expensive, and already packed in reshipable boxes. The
objective of this experiment is to put together a conservative program that targets these
particular items and incorporates a service charge that can offset the extra handling
associated with processing the order. From this experiment, it

will

be determined (a)

what items can be drop shipped (b) at what price that is profitable to both the company
and the on-line retailer.

The program permits direct shipment to the consumer and is a cost saving to the

on-line retailer for a variety of reasons.

(l) It allows the e-retailer

not to purchase the

item until it is sold and eliminates inventory expense and storage. (2) It saves the e-
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retailer on shipping as the product is shipped directly to the consumer. The retailer saves
money as it is not shipped from their facility that ultimately require two shipments vs.
one shipment. (3) The company

will supply all copyrighted digital images for the retailers

promotional use. In exchange for these services, the company will collect a I5o/o service
charge or $22.50 on each item, whichever is greater. Specifics regarding the program
and promotional material are highlighted in appendixes

A and B of this report.

Figure l0 identifies potential gross profit margins for e-retailers. Retail prices are
figured on a 2.25 mark up. This markup is conservative as the range can exceed three
times the wholesale price for some items.

Figure l0: Potential Gross Profit Margins (GPM) for E-Retailers

$

100.00

$

22.s0

Total
Retail Price Gross
Product
Profit
Cost
$ 122.50 S225.00
$ 102.s0

$

7s.00

$

22.s0

$

Wholesale
Price

$s0.00
s

2s.00

Service
Charge

$22.50
$

22.50

97.50

$77.50
$

47.s0

Retailer
GPM
4s.5%

$168.7s

S 71.2s

42.2%

$112.50

$ 35.00

3t.t%

$ s6.25

$ 8.7s

ts.s%

While the gross profit margins are not overtly large for some of these items (see
Figure l0), it must be kept in consideration that the virtual retailer does not need to
inventory or touch the product. The commission or gross profit margin is awarded to
them for attracting the sale. If this program works, it is healthy for the organization. As
stated,

it would preserve the Companies 57-65% gross profit margin and the service

charge clearly compensates for their extra efforts to accommodate the sale. The
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receptivity to the program will be an indicator if the program is attractive to and
competitive in the given market. This program will be offered to three distinctively
different virtual retailers that are currently customers. Their responses and sales will be
documented.

Results of Conservative

Drop Ship Program

When the drop ship program was presented to three e-retailers, the response was

relatively negative. Email blasts were sent out to each e-retailer with a follow up call
from the wholesaler's sales manager. The initial response indicated that the e-retailers

felt that the service charge percentage was prohibitively expensive. Interestingly
however, two weeks after implementing the program, orders began to surface. Figure I I
is a summary of the three accounts' activity, which include number of orders received for

drop ship, total sales, average order and the retailer's gross profit margin on each order.

It should also be noted that each retailer focused on different product categories and in
most instances did not ship the same product. Expenses and gross profit margins for all
data are supplied in Appendix D.

Figure I l: Number of Orders, Total Sales, Average Order, and Retailer Gross Profit
Margin for 3 E-Retailers
Orders
Total Sales*
Average Order
Retailer GPM
* Sales

Retailer A

Retailer B

25

25

Retailer C
t6

$6,955.94
$278.24
s4%

s2,377.13
$9s. 1 l
37%

$4,188.40
$261.78
44%

at retail do not include any shipping income and or expenses.

From the information in Figure

1

l, it is apparent that there is a correlation

between the average retail order and the gross profit margin. The larger the order, the
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easier

it is to absorb the sen,ice fee. It is also interesting to note that the e-retailers prices

varied greatly in mark-up. Analysis done on the retail price indicated that the retailers
themselves in many instances had retail prices that var:ied significantly. Low price did
not guarantee the sale of an item signaling that price is not the most important component
when generating internet sales. It should be stated however that Retailer C (see Figure
I l) markets almost exclusively using Amazon and therefore competes on price. This

resulted in a 10% lower gross profit margin compared to Retailer A who does not market
through Amazon. This factor would prohibit Retailer C from purchasing and drop

shipping from the wholesaler any product that is inexpensive, as they cannot absorb
excessive fees. Retailer B (see Figure 11) however, while working with the lowest gross

profit margin, was able to service smaller orders and still make a profit coordinating the
sale.

It is important to note that all revenue listed in this report does not include freight
income received by the retailer and or the freight expense. It is therefore unknown if the
internet retailers freight income creates additional profits and or losses.

All freight

expense is billed to the retailers freight account and freight charged to the consumer

varies by e-retailer. The researcher was unable to determine the actual freight expense
charged as the e-retailer websites calculate freight only after credit card and

billing

information is completed. It should be noted however that Retailer A charged a handling
fee of $8.00 for all oversized items. This extra charge would certainly assist in freight
expenses and potentially allow for positive freight income for orders with oversized
rtems.
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Figure I2: Retail Statistics oJ'Conservative Dropship
Retail Statistics
Number of Participating E-Retailers
Number of D
shi Consumers Served
Total Retail Revenue (not including
shi ln
Average Order
Average GPM for E-Retailer

J

68
$

13,446.65

$r97 ,7 s
43%

Overall, the statistics for this experiment are positive (see Figure 12). Through
three customers, the wholesaler serviced 68 drop ship consumers with sales exceeding
$

13,000 dollars. E-retailers focused on larger and more expensive items that created

average retail orders of

$ I 97

.75 (not including shipping) and an average gross profit

margin for the e-retailer of 43o/o. The experiment overall was positive in the retailers'
participation as well as in their ability to profit from this method of distribution.
The wholesale statistics are likewise encouraging (see Figure 13). Total product

in wholesale sales amounted to $6,039.16. In addition to the product sale, the company
collected S1,642.87 in service fees, with total revenue totaling $7,669.03. The average
order for product was well below the minimum order, however the average total order,

including service fees, helped compensate for the service.

Figure I 3: Wholesale Statistics Regarding Conservative Drop Ship Program
Wholesale Statistics
Total Product at Wholesale
Total Service Fee Income
Total Revenue
A
Product Order

$6,039.16

sL,642.97
$7,669.03
s88.81

Aver
Total Order
Numher of Units Shi ed

st

12.91

203
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Looking at the financial analysis for the organization is also positive (see Figure

14). It can be estimated that the estimated cost of goods on a 57% gross profit margin is
$2596.84. This strggests that the gross profit for the wholesaler, including the service
charge, is $5085.19 or 66%

GPM. The additional points created by the service fee

compensate for the extra labor and processes that were incorporated.

Figure I4: Wholesale Financial Analysis
Wholesale Financial Ana
Estimated Cost of goods
Profit for Wholesaler Without Service Fee-

fiz,596.84
fi3442.32

57o/o

Profit for Wholesaler with Service Fee
Estimated GPM with Service Fee

$s085.19
66%

It was necessary for the wholesaler to address one return. Retailer B had

a

product that the consumer indicated was broken and wanted the wholesaler to ship a
replacement at no charge. Due to the fact that wholesale distribution is set to
accommodate a retailer and not the end consumer, it was requested that the customer (the

retailer) take possession of the product, who then in turn can return the product to the
wholesaler for credit. The wholesaler, in their contract with the retailer, has indicated

"no retunls" and offered a ZYo defective allowance to accommodate this stipulation. The
e-retailer did then place an order for a replacement for the customer and ultimately
returned the product for credit.
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General Comparisons regarding Amazon vs. Customer Drop Ship Programs

Both experiments brought to light the vitality of the internet consumer market and
illustrated that there is indeed a lucrative market for the wholesaler's product to be
distributed through new internet channels, Interestingly both chamels explored
illustrated tremendotm growth potential for the wholesaler. Interestingly, while the
Amazon Corporate program would initially be seen as the strongest opporfunify, it did
pose some substantial drawbacks. Namely, while Amazon's potential and resources are
abundant, their requirements for order shipment are extremely tedious. The obligatory

shipping specifications require a tremendous amount of special handling.

Accommodating these orders required notably more work than the conservative drop ship
orders. Amazon's average order of $75.00 is substantially less then the average

conservative drop ship order of $200.00. Given the additional discounts and payment
terms, the wholesaler is able to obtain greater profit and economy of scale from servicing
the traditional virtual retailer versus Amazon Corporate. The power of Amazon however
cannot be ignored. Since the wholesaler is now an approved vendor, the floodgates have
opened regarding potential. Amazon is requesting additional products from all categories

to be purchased and marketed by Amazon. If the wholesaler expands its product offering
to include additional items, it would not only increase sales but it would also create
higher minimum orders and greater efficiencies in processing these orders.
The service offered to the virtual retailers for drop shipment exposed that there is
indeed a way to partner with retailers in "drop shipping" to end consumers. It also

uncovered a threshold for fees associated with this process. Interestingly it also brought

to light virtual retailers who are selling the wholesaler's merchandise through Amazon
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fulfillment centers. Retailer C, who promotes product almost exclusively through
Amazon, began "drop shipping" their shipments directly to Amazon and eliminated
shipment to their facility and repackaging with Amazon requirements. The wholesaler
has now received numerous $2,000 - $4,000 orclers that the wholesaler processes for the

virtual retailer with a $150.00 fee for the processing. This opportunity has uncovered
another way that the wholesaler can potentially service their customers and work within

Amazon's framework.

Conclusions
This exploration of potential options for the traditional giftware wholesaler to
service the virtual retailer has been enlightening for a multitude of reasons. First and
foremost, it clarified for the wholesaler the undercurrents of the virtual market and the
developing opporrunities for a wholesaler. Intermediaries, similar to the giftware
wholesaler, are not going away. It is, however, apparent that the markets have changed,
and a traditional wholesaler must accommodate new growing channels of distribution.

The research exposed the internal struggles of established organizations as they embrace

change. How each organization chooses to respond to these opportunities will either
keep them in the game and or begin their cessation. Contrary to the demise of a

traditional wholesaler, there are numerous opportunities to serve new business segments.
Organizations must decide on how best to address the cost to process and serve direct to
consumer shipments.

This study gave a benchmark of how these segments function and the costs
associated with potential transactions. By evaluating Amazon's structure, it has given a
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glimpse into how a wholesaler can begin to put its arms around potential costs regarding

direct shipments to consumers through the explosive marketing of virtual retailers. By
looking carefully at Amazon's program, it can be deducted that there is a cost to serve
direct shipments to the consumer. The fees associated with warehousing and shipping
product is substantial and real. It illustrated the strengths and weaknesses of both direct
Amazon Corporate programs as well as potential systems that focus on virfual retailer
relationships and direct drop shipments to the end consumer. There is potential in
servicing each of these venues and through careful analysis, a wholesaler can begin to
accommodate the growing needs of internet business.

This research exposed numerous retailers who have ventured to become virtual

entities. These virtual retailers are not only willing to pay for fulfillment but have found
profitable success. There is not one answer for every wholesaler but instead numerous
calculations that need to be explored regarding feasibility of the "cost to serve". It

would, however, be foolish for wholesalers not to address how they might serve this
growing segment. The opportunity mandates that wholesalers develop programs and
processes that are able to efficiently and consistently address the needs of the internet

customer. Through careful observation and implementation, wholesalers can learn how
to adapt services to meet the changing demands of the market.
The purpose of this research was to evaluate potential roles of a traditional
wholesaler in a rapidly changing market place. It discovered that opportunities abound

for organizations that are able to adapt to new methods of service. It requires that
organizations be realistic regarding their environment and consistently have the courage
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to change. Existing organizations must face the rea.lities of how technology has
influenced society and learn how to compete in new nrarkets through careful exploration
Throughout this study, the researcher was exposed to the reality that the core

of

any organization is not the ideas, but the people. Organizations need to have a cohort

of

people who can creatively explore what is possible and release what is. Throughout this
experiment, some individuals throughout the ranks of the organization, not only resisted
the ideas set forth in this study, but at times inhibited progress. There is a strong culture
that does not want to move from current systems and processes. Employees work

diligently to finish daily tasks without recognizing the realities of their posts. There is
not a strong vision of corporate goals from which management can develop leadership

skills. The organization is stagnant in time, on automatic pilot and inevitably stuck in

a

holding pattern. Their realities are based on core competencies that do not address the
needs of the evolving markets and new customer expectations.

In conclusion, it is a harsh reality that the organization needs to confront reality
and deal with resistance to impending change. In actuality, the opportunities are

abundant for the organization, and rely on the wholesaler's ability to engage the hearts
and minds of key employees. Unfortunately, the reluctance to confront the realities

of

these new opportunities could eventually be the demise of the organization. The

organization needs to address the changing environment, target opportunities, and adapt
current processes to encompass serving new markets efficiently. This mindset of always

evolving and improving needs to be embedded in the corporate culture. The pace of
innovation has increased significantly and the organization must learn to be fluid in
response to these changes. Just as the accelerated change of technology has altered how
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consumers buy it must also changie how the organization runs their business. Managers

tnust spend tirne not doing tasks, but focus on future visions set forth by the leaders of the
company.

Unfornrnately, the wholesaler in the experiment exemplifies very slow adaptation
to change. Ultimately, this incremental and unreceptive culture to creativity and
innovation needs to be attributed to complacent leadership. The organization is lax to the
changes that are occurring and at some point processes became cemented in the

otganization without regard to the external changes. When measuring the organization
leadership according to Koestenbaum's (2002) Leadership Diamond, it is apparent that
the company's diamond is collapsed. The organization is week regarding corporate

vision, realistic assessments and courage. While the wholesaler has a very strong
foundation that is based on ethical principles that have been handed down from
generation to generation, it has failed to continue to expand and stretch the opportunities
through realistic assessments and strong corporate visions. Without a strong foresight and
an accurate perspective as to the opporfunities and threats, it prohibits the creativity
necessary for the organization to confront constructive change. There is little urgency to
exercise the courage to confront change. Strong leadership is necessary to help this

organization embrace the new frontier brought on hy internet retailing and direct it
towards innovative success. Leadership needs to be built from the top down with clarity.

A clear corporate vision needs to address the realities, build on the strong ethical
foundation and develop the courage to want to change. Every employee throughout the
organization needs to be engaged in the necessary transformation. Clear expectations
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need to be drawn regarding how each employee impacts the corporate vision and how

collectively it is important to push every department towards innovative opportunities.
In order to initiate the substantive change necessory, the organization needs to
undergo a massive transformation. The culture needs to be awakened to the necessity

of

change. A revolution needs to be ignited throughout the entire organization. This
revolution should encourage not only corporate development but also intimately focus on
the individuals thatmake daily decisions. Mind sets needto change from doing ajob to

continually developing fluid systems that adapt and improve. Ultimately the adaptability

will produce creative opportunities and perspectives for the organization to build
Change is a large and

on.

difficult task for any organization. It is through this transformation

that the wholesaler can develop new core competencies that focus on a realistic corporate

vision that is continually expanding.

Action PIan
Given this research, an action plan has been developed to aid the wholesaler in
developing strategies for direct to consumer shipments. It advocates further development
and expansion of drop ship opportunities for both the independent virrgal retailer and

Amazon corporate. It likewise identifies internal strategies to assist the organization in
creating a culture dedicated to adaptation. It is necessary for the wholesaler to clearly
define corporate expectations, encourage leadership development at every level of the
company, and create an urgency that stimulates innovation within the corporate culture.
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Outline of items covered in th.is action plan:

I

Defining corporate expectations

a.

Developing corporate Leadership Diamond

b. Developing leadership throughout the organization
II

Implementing change strategies that drive the corporate culture towards
innovation and adaptation.

m

Developing Amazon corporate account

IV.

Expanding conservative drop ship program

I.

Defining Corporate Expectations

The organization needs to acquire commitment from all key stakeholders
regarding corporate direction and initiatives. By reviewing Koestenbaum's (2002)
Leadership Diamond, the organization is able to clearly identif,i leadership strengths and
weaknesses regarding each facet of the corporate diamond and outline a plan of action to

continually expand each quadrant.'o By examining all four dimensions of the corporate
Leadership Diamond, the wholesale organization can understand the organizations
leadership weaknesses, define areas of expansion, and create a blue print that directs
corporate action.

t0

Leadership Diamond is used throughout this action plan. lt was coined by Koestenbaum's (2002). The
Leadership Diamond diagram is featured on page 39 of this report.
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a. Developing a Corparate Leadership Diamond: Reality, Vision, Ethics, Courage
a

Reality: The organization needs to clearly define their internal and external realities.
A realistic SWOT analysis needs to be completed by key members of the
organization. This process will identiff the strengths and weaknesses, as well as the
opportunities and threats confronting the wholesaler. It would be advised to bring in
outside experts regarding systems as well as industry experts to garner an unbiased
and accurate description regarding the internal and external environment. This

will

identi$r potential competitive advantages given the increased rate of innovation and

technology. This realistic assessment will allow the wholesale organization to align
resources towards areas of growth.
a

Vision: An unambiguous vision needs to be created and shared by the owners. This
vision must be shared with all key stakeholders. Everyone in the organization must
be working in synchronization towards a unified, realistic and passionate

vision. The

clearly defined objectives keep members working in unison towards defined goals.
The articulated corporate vision will be the foundation of corporate action and

responsibility.
I

Ethics: This is the strongest part of the wholesaler's corporate diamond, however, it
is recommended that the owners and key players once again review how they can

potentially expand this segment of the diamond. It is necessary to clearly identiff and
communicate the ethical objectives of the organization. There are numerous venues
that the organization should consider when reviewing this segment. Development
employees, green initiatives, and customer relations should be an integral part

of

everyday business. Through reinforcing and verbalizing these values, it allows
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of

individuals and teams to understand objectives and develop tactics in respective
departments. Employee decisions will be guided by the standards set forth by the
wholesaler.

Courage: Change is not easy. The wholesaler needs to make a commitment to the
strategic goals set forth by the vision and take active steps to dedicate time and
resources to attain these goals.

It is important the wholesaler is committed to follow

through on necessary objectives and offer support to employees to make constructive
change. Courage must replace complacency to alter the future of the company.
Time, money and resources need to be allocated to implement the vision.
Comprehensive benchmarks need to be established confirming the wholesaler is

actively taking the necessary steps to confront challenges and build for the future.

b. Developing Leaders throughout the Organization
In order to facilitate the organizational leadership initiatives, it is imperative that
the wholesaler make massive efforts regarding development of employee leaders. In
order to change behavior of resistance and lack of adaptation, the wholesaler must

commit to the development of employee leadership skills. To facilitate this change, each
employee needs to comprehend the corporate Leadership Diamond, its influence on
corporate decisions, and their participatory expectations.

It is imperative that each employee begins to understand his or her dexterity
regarding leadership aptitude. Adaptation of the Leadership Diamond model to each
employee cultivates leadership competence by identiffing strength and weaknesses of

individual skills. By working simultaneously with the corporate Leadership Diamond,
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managers can comprehensively understand gaps in their leadership strategies and apply

them to their personal and professional

life.

Through development of individual

leadership skills, managers can identify an employee's shortcomings and address latent

skills. When each owner/manager understands the importance of leadership, they can
begin to infuse these skills into their departments and personnel. Leadership should be a

priority and expectation of every position.
In order to implement leadership, managers must promote authentic leadership by
empowering individuals and encouraging creativity (Koestenbaum, p.203,2002). There
needs to be fewer rules and more room for the individual employee to be creative in their

corporate participation. Identification, adaptation, and resolution of new ideas and
processes should be in the forefront of every employee. Authentic leadership eliminates

monotonous tasks and encourages individuals to objectively think through processes and

implement solutions. By creating leaders in the organization, the wholesaler expands the
mind and ideals of individuals, and encourages optimal change in every department
throughout the company. Development of authentic leadership creates an environment
where individuals are "thinking" through processes and suggesting solutions.

Ultimately, it is necessary that employees develop autonomy and responsibility for their
actions. (Koestenbaum, p.203,2002). Corporate objectives and goals should offer clear
benchmarks regarding individual decisions and overall contributions. Employees will
receive consequences and rewards directly linked to their participation. Measurement of
leadership participation needs to be included in all reviews.

Developing leaders will require a tremendous amount of effort from
owners/managers. Feedback regarding individual leadership initiatives is crucial to the
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overall success. It needs to relentlessly confirn the change objectives and allow
individuals to understand their strengths and offer support to develop weaknesses. The
articulate dialog allows for an important flow of information between the organization
and the individual regarding collective objectives.

Creating leaders in an organization is a colossal task. It requires a change

of

mindset and behaviors of all employees. A comprehensive plan needs to address how the
wholesale organization can implement the changes necessary to accompany the newly
established vision and organizational goals. Resources should be allocated to train and

support employees to attain these objectives. Specific benchmarks need to be established

to efficiently measure leadership development for each manager and ultimately their
department in relation to the corporate leadership objectives.

Implementing Corporate

C hange

The action plan for implementing co{porate change is outlined as per Kotter's
(1996) eight-step process. It is a comprehensive outline highlighting the crucial steps to

promoting change in organizations. Ultimately, it is in the best interest of the wholesaler
to change the culture of the organization to one that is led by innovative and creative
employees. Employees must change their mind-sets and embrace new opportunities that
focus on corporate growth. Kotter's (1996) eight-steps include: creating urgency,

building a coalition of team members, develop vision and strategies, communicate the
vision, empower employees, create short wins, never let up, and making change stick.
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Step

l:

Establish a Sense of Urgency (Kotter, Chapter 3, L9g6)

Leaders of the organization must create urgency to facilitate a major shift in
employee's perspectives. It needs to clearly communicate to each and every employee
that for the organization to survive in the future, it must adapt processes that are more

efficient, build new core competencies and make significant changes in how the customer
is served. The presentation must be communicated in an emergency format to uproot old
habits and begin to change behaviors. Employees must clearly understand and not only
embrace new opportunities for growth, but also be consistently taking steps to improve

their department and involvement. This urgency needs to be advertised and reinforced in
every area of the business and continually stress the optimal outcome that can be attained

through active contribution. Specific components and tactics for creating urgency in the
wholesaler's organization are outlined in Appendix E1 -E2 of this document.
Step

2: Build a Coalition

of Strong Team Members (Kotter, Chapter 4, 1996)

The organization needs to make certain that key employees who support the
corporate strategy are capable of implementing the proposed change. Depending on the

employee's skill, it may require training and orreaffangement of positions. Any and all
employees that consistently resist and or hinder the change agents of the organization
must be released.

As stated previously, it is imperative that the organization develop a culture of
Ieaders focused on

growth. Training should be offered to the managers to meet new

corporate expectations as outlined in the Leadership Diamond. There should be less
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emphasis on functional accomplishments and more on constructive contribution to the

corporate vision.

The Human Resource Department needs to incorporate new assessments for
employee evaluations. Employee reviews should include measurable benchmarks
attained and or missed regarding the corporate initiatives. Managers should be measured
on their ability to innovate and creatively embrace new opportunities. Evaluations need to

identiff an employee's contribution to the corporate vision, development of leadership
skills and assessment regarding job innovation and creativity. In order to change
behavior and eliminate complacency, standards regarding evaluations should be raised
creating urgency in individuals and teams.

Step 3: Develop Vision and Strategies (Kotter, chapter 5, 1996)

The wholesaler needs to develop a corporate vision statement that creates clear

direction for employees. This statement will identify what needs to be focused on and
what is not important. The vision statement allows employees to see where the
organtzation is going and likewise how it intends get there. It will give meaning to every
corporate and individual decision. By indicating that innovation, adaptation and
leadership, for example ) are important to the future success of the organization,
employees begin to incorporate behaviors to develop these traits. The work previously
done on the corporate Leadership Diamond can assist with identifying the corporate

vision and focus on key ideas that articulate how the organization will accomplish the

mission. All key individuals should participate in these discussions, as their buy in is
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imperative and aligns individuals and resources towards a shared course of action. A
sample vision statement is included in F1 of the appendix.

Step

4:

Communicate the Vision (Kotter, chapter 6, 1996)

Communication regarding the vision for the organization needs to be proclaimed
and reinforced at every

level. It is imperative that the direction be clearly defined for all

departments and employees. Goals should be established that support the dropship

initiatives for each department as well as for the overall sales growth of the company.
Suggested department goals have been outlined in appendix G-

1

.

Communication needs

to be consistent and frequent. Discussion should be forthright discussing opportunities
and threats allowing individual employees the opportunity to understand the changes

occurring and adapt processes to meet new expectations. Drop ship expectations should
be included on the corporate website, employee bulletin boards and employee reviews.

Step

5:

Empower employees (Kotter, chapter 7, 1996)

It is vital that employees are empowered to make the new vision

a

reality. It is

also necessary that individuals, at every level of the organization are consistently

empowered to make decisions that promote the corporate vision. Kotter (1996) identifies
that there are four primary obstacles that can prohibit employee empowerment. These

include structures, skills, systems and supervisors (p. 102).
The wholesaler's foundation is built on systems and processes that have changed

very little in the last 30 years. Uprooting embedded processes and ideals will not be an
easy undertaking. Communication is paramount to the future success and individuals, as

well as departments, need to play a joint role in this success. The organization needs to
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instill a new customer focus, (dropship), that directs all personnel to support this new
activity. Accountability is imperative to ensure that one department does not hinder the
otganization from attaining identified goals. Resources must be aligned for departments
that are hindering progress.

Empowerment of employees is created by a strong vision that guides decisions.
Employees are encouraged to be creative and take initiatives regarding their jobs.

Dogmatic processes need to be injected with a fluid management system that encourages
innovation and design.

Skills
The wholesaler needs to do a careful evaluation of all the employees regarding

their skills in promoting change efforts. Working with individual Leadership Diamond
(Koestenbaum, 2002) will aid the wholesaler to understand the capacity and
shortcomings of key employees. It is paramount that the organization has individuals
capable of executing the corporate strategy. Identification of behavior and attitude

regarding the change should also be considered. The organization needs to commit to
education and training of employees to meet the new corporate standards.
Rearrangement of employees may be necessary.

Systems

Careful evaluations need to be done regarding current system resources. The
wholesaler's system currently dictates how business is conducted. The organization must
learn how to use their existing system to bridge the needs of the internet customer to
newer technology options. It would be recommended that resources be established to
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hire a consultant to better understand the options available to the wholesaler regarding
optimization of information technology. Additional IT staff should be hired to assist in
the development of a new web site, assessment of current system and potential data

knowledge options. Supplementary support should be put in place that allows for

collection and reporting of sales objectives. Ultimately integration towards a new system
should be a goal and vision for the organization. The owners should develop a plan for
methodical implementati on.

Systems can only be as efficient as the people who use them. Human Resources

should alter the employee review to include measurement of an employee's commitment

toward the corporate vision. Compensation should be based on the changes that the
employee has made towards the new internet strategies and promotions should be based
on the employee's ability to make change. In addition, co{porate evaluations should not
be reviewed solely on short-term gains but also incorporate the long-term objectives

of

the organization. In order for systems to change in an organization, the long term and
short term goals must be in the forefront of every decision.

Supervisors

The organization needs to make certain that the right people, with the right
attitude, vision, and skills, are in leading positions. It likewise must directly deal with
anything that does not support the corporate initiative. The wholesaler should set up

training sessions to evaluate and develop supervisor skills. All managers must
understand corporate objectives and create strong benchmarks to measure success.
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Supervisors must be empowered by the corporate vision and derrelop new systems

of

servlce.

Step

6: Create

Short-Term Wins (Kotter, chapter 8, 1996)

Short-term wins are vital as they entice the employee to continue with the change

initiative. It is necessary that managers plan and recognize short-term accomplishments.
These short-term wins develop momentum towards the corporate goal and are paramount

to the effectiveness of the program. Effective short-term goals should be set for
individuals and departments that develop internet initiatives and system advancements.
Each goal should be unambiguous and a clear accomplishment when expectations are

met. Managers need to outline the short-term wins for employees and impress how the
short-term goals are an important part of obtaining long-term success.

Employees, departments, and the organization as a whole, need to recognize and
celebrate short term accomplishments. Proper recognition and communication is
necessary to continue fueling additional transformation. In addition, carefully executed

short term wins keep the urgency in the organization up as benchmarks are indications
success and

of

failure. Each employee needs to understand the impact of change and why

the short-term wins are necessary.

Step

7: Never Let Up (Kotter, chapter 9, 1996)

In order for change to perpetuate, urgency must consistently be part of an
organization. It is very important that the wholesaler does not allow passivity in their
desire to serve the internet customer and develop new competencies. Resistance

unfortunately is part of human nature and consistently needs to be managed. Likewise it
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is not acceptable for one department to resist change initiatives. The wholesaler needs to
develop greater interdependence among departments and build a more cohesive team.
The overall function of departments historically has created barriers to change. There is

little synergy between departments in attaining corporate initiatives. It is important that
all departments understand the corporate plan and work together at developing the
synergy necessary to make it a reality. Departments and individuals that do not hold up

their end of the deal need to be accountable. It is only with all departments working

fluidly together that the organization will attain the integration necessary to compete in
today's market. The wholesaler must become more competitive by being faster, more
economical and customer focused (Kotter, 1996,, p. 13a). In order to accomplish these
tasks the urgency level needs to be on high alert at every level within the organization.

Being able to manage the change objective requires a less centralized approach.
Capable managers need to develop capable employees.
are the only engines of change, it

If

the owners of the organization

will not happen. Key individuals must unswervingly

state objectives and keep urgency levels

high. The organizatronmust depend on and

develop managers that understand key objectives and execute corporate goals and

visions. Every individual in the organization needs to be empowered towards the
corporate plan to purge unnecessary processes, develop new plans of action and make the
corporate transformation fluid with change.

In order to change everything, leadership is imperative. Leaders must think long
term and be willing to continually communicate the vision and ultimate expectations

of

the organization. Managers must implement the short-term change necessary to attain
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long-term goals. Weekly, monthly, quarterly and yearly goals need to be established and

properly reviewed to keep urgency high and offer valuable feedback.

Step

8: Make Change Stick (Kotter, chapter 10, 1996)

To make change stick, leaders must change the culture of an organization through
the mindset and behaviors of employees. In order to accomplish this, the core values

of

the company must be clearly engrained in everything that the organization does so that
each employee clearly understands the driving force of the organization. Employee

performance evaluations must create an urgency to meet the standards and objectives set

forth by the wholesaler.

The wholesaler is deeply embedded in a culture of processes. Managers are

frequently encouraged to "get orders out". Deviation from processes creates work for
other departments and is frequently categorized as "frustrating". The culture needs to
abandon the rules that have been set and focus energies on corporate growth. Processes

should not be maintained as the easiest route, but systematically changed to meet new
and alternative needs. The environment has changed, the customer has changed, and

technology is a vital force in today's business. The wholesaler must create a culture that
wants to compete in the given markets and abandon status quo. By eliminating the focus
on "rules", the organization can systematically withdraw from a somewhat bureaucratic
leadership style. This decentralization will put a value on creativity and adaption of new
ideas as opposed to conformity to current processes.

Nurturing cultural changes is a daunting and necessary task. The organization
must advertise culture changes that are prevalent and point out short-term culture changes
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that have benefited the organization. Keep in mind that individuals that resist and hinder
new culfure practices may have to be released.

Developing Conservative Dropship Program
o

Advertise the conservative drop ship program to all virtual retailers via ernail
promotions, internet advertisements, blogs and the corporate web page. The program
should not only attract current retailers selling on the internet but also educate

traditional retailers on how they can promote the wholesaler's products and make
profits without having to touch the product.

a

Develop better intemal efficiencies that address internet drop ship orders. Review
processes and systems and evaluate how internally the wholesaler can offer services

that are reasonably priced and attractive to the virnral retailer.

a

It would be in the wholesaler's best interest to be able to efficiently ship orders for
less than

$22. The organization needs to target product and processes that allow the

wholesaler to ship for a fee of

$ 10

or less. This would open the door for more mass

marketable price points and products.

o

The wholesaler needs to do additional research on other products that could and
should be marketed that are less expensive. Ultimately the wholesaler is going to
have a greater response to products that are in the $25 to $50 dollar range. Research
needs to be conducted to learn

and at the same time make

if the wholesaler

can promote these items at a profit

it feasible for the virtual retailer.
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I

Explore different programs to encourage sales of items that proved to be cost

prohibitive in this experiment. Potentially by encouraging volume in purchases, kits
and or groups of products, the organization

wilt be able to offer additional products

for profitable resale for both the virtual retailer and the wholesaler.

a

Explore advertising of fulfillment for other wholesale vendors. As the wholesaler
learns to adapt their systems to meet the needs of Amazon fulfillment centers and the

virrual retailer, it may open the door for using the knowledge and newly developed
efficiencies to market these services to other wholesalers.
Develop programs that meet the needs of large users of drop ship programs that ship

to Amazon and or other fulfillment houses.

a

Set up evaluations that allow for review of the services being offered to virtual

retailers.

a.

Set up surveys to gather information to learn how the wholesaler is serving

and can better facilitate this segment.

b.

Contact key retailers to better understand changing markets and how the
wholesaler might assist them in attaining business.

c.

Set up a reward program for the

of wholesaler's product.

6B

virtual retailer that encourages promotion

Developing Amazon Corporate

Identify items that are not being sold on line by powerful virtual retailers and

a

offer these products to Amazon for resale.

a

Review the price points, given our experiment, that are not feasible for the virtual
retailer to market successfully and offer these products to Amazon for resale.

a

Review selling product to Amazon that is designed specifically for them under a
private label program to eliminate competition with other virtual retailers.

a

Look specifically overseas for product that Amazon may want to sell that is
currently not in the wholesaler's line

Action Plan Summary
The technological environment has created new opporfunity for a traditional
wholesale organization. The future of the organization is contingent on its ability to
capitalize on the abundance of external change. The organization needs to clearly define
its vision and create an urgency for leading employees to make the vision a reality. This

opportunity will take courage and determination from all participating members. "You
must shift your mindset from plodding efficiency to visionary final causation, and you

will live

on results rather than hopes. In short think of the future as now, clearly and you

will automatically choose to move toward it (Koestenbaum, p.69,2002)". With
unambiguous vision, the organization

will

an

seek fluency in their internal processes to

serve changing external demands. Leaders must implement processes and programs that
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encourage perpetual excellence at every

level. No department or employee should

be

stagnate. By applying new leadership expectations, the wholesaler has an opportunity to
adapt routines towards new core competencies and flourish in a future they have yet to
dream.
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Appendix A-1
Promotiondl material emailed to known internet retailers (Corporate name has been
removed to protect the identity)

Drop Ship Program Overview:
Grow your business with our new drop ship program. The drop ship program is a great way
to increase internet sales with very little risk. ldealfor largerticket retail items, this program

offers an excellent opportunityto build your retai! business and expand yoursales.

We offer:

I
a
a

Quality designer product and a brand that you can trust
Professional grade images for use on your site
On-demand shipment directly to your customer using the packing list that you provide

to
a
a

us

Excellent Service
A leader in display accessories and home decor

Benefits:

.
'
.
.
.
.

No Storage Fees

No need for packing materials, supplies, packing and shipping personnel
No investment in inventory
No retail space commitment
Eliminate double handling
Freight Savings
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Appendix B-1
- Drop Ship Guidelines
GROW YOUR BUSINESS!

2011

(Company) is offering a new drop ship opportunity that enables our customers more options in how they sell!
' (Company) ships directly to your customer saving you significant inventory and shipping costs.
. (Company) supplies digital images for promotional use.
' All shipments will be processed and sent with your supplied packing slip identifuing you as the shipper
' (Company) will bill your approved credit card at the time of shipping for the wholesale price of the
product and our processing charge.

Dron Shin Pricinp:
a

I 5% of Wholesale Price with a minimum charge of S22.50 per order.
Same day shipments received prior to l0:00 am have a $10.00 surcharge.
Same day shipments received after l0:00 am have a $20.00 surcharge.
Pricing does not include:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

EDI
Special handling, special labeling, and/or custom requests

Ticketing
Multiple inserts

Special Packaging or boxes
Freight costs andlor any tailored shipping arrangements
Freight quoting
Any non-standard handling will be subject to surcharges or pricing modifications to be
predetermined and specified in writing when applicable.
Invoices will include a2o/o defective allowance - all sales are final Returns will not be accepted for any reason.
(Company) shall not have any liability for lost sales, lost profits, consequential or incidental damages.

Drop Ship Requirements:

'
'

The retailer is required to fill out our application, supply a copy of their State Sales Tax Certificate and a
legitimate certificate or policy of Business Liability Insurance.
An authorized party will be required to sign the "(Company) Drop Shipping Wholesale Terms and

Conditions"

Order Reouirements:
Minimum order: Not applicable
Please note: Our program is designed for items/orders priced above $75.00 wholesale. Due to the nature
our inexpensive product lines we realize many items may not be suitable for our drop ship program.
a

a

Wholesaler prefers to receive drop ship orders via email only.
Wholesaler will retrieve email orders once daily prior to 10:00 am.
Your order form should be printable on one sheet of paper, which in turn can be used as a packing slip to
your customer.
Your order form should clearly state the following information:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Your business name and address
Your business contact information
Your business return information including address

The drop ship name and street address
Your purchase order nurnber
Wholesaler's item number
Your item number
Quantity ordered
Customers must order in wholesale pack sizes. Tripar will not break pack sizes.

All

orders shipped within 4 to 5 business days

Shipping confirmations will be communicated to your corporate office via email.
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AppendixB-2
Back Orders:
Back orders will be communicated via enrail.
Back orders will not be held or entered into the r,r,holesale system.
Wholesaler will provide notification of back ordered items within t to + business days.
Wholesaler will conrmunicate expected arrival date of inventory to allow the customer to resubmit orders
Wholesaler is not responsible for lost sales due to inventory availability.
Wholesaler may discontinue without notice products from its product line at any time.

Shipping Requirements:
All pricing ls FOB: Roselle, IL
Accounts must have their own UPS or Federal express shipper number.
AII accessorial charges for freight are the responsibility of the account.
The retailer is responsible for all shipping charges.
Due to the nature of our products, some products may ship in oversized carlons, which may result in higher
freight charges.

AII packages ship without a signature guarantee. You must agree to delivery without the recipient's signature
on all past, present and future shipments.
Unacknowledged delivery and all damage claims are the responsibility of the carrier. AII claims of such
nature are to be filed directly with the carrier for reimbursement of freight and merchandise.
Truck shipments are shipped freight collect or Third Party Billing when arranged in advance, with a valid
account with the carrier provided to Wholesaler.
Wholesaler regrets that we are no longer able to accommodate the following types of drop shipments:

o
o
o
o

International shipments or Customs Declarations
Orders shipped outside the 48 continental United States
Shipments via the United States Postal Service
Shipments addressed to USPS Post Office Box, APO and FPO addresses.

Terms:
Credit card only

-

the retailer must provide a valid credit card to be charged at the time of shipment, and sign
form for continued use by Wholesaler.

a reoccurring charge authorization

Pricing:
AII items will be invoiced at the Wholesaler'oBase" price in effect on the date of order placement.
Prices are subject to change.

ReturUqi

An

af lowance of 2o/o deduction from goods invoiced will be issued in lieu of any and all returns.
(Company) does not accept returns to our warehouse from consumers.
Tripar will not issue shipping labels or call tags for returns.
Carrier returns will result in a20Vo restocking fee, minimum fee $10.00.
Shipping errors will be charged to your account which include but are not limited to:
o Shipment refusal by you or your customer
o Incorrect address
o Addresschange/correctioncharges
o Failed delivery resulting in return shipping costs
o Carrier adjustments
o Residentialadjustments

Notice and Agreement:
Wholesaler merchandise may be protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws. By accepting the
goods you agree not to duplicate, rnodify, or create a derivative work from same without express prior written
pennission from the copyright owners.
These Terms of Sale are governed by the laws of the State of Illinois.
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Appendix C- I
Statistics regarding e-retailer change in buying patterns when Amazon Corporate began
to stock and ship like product.
The following is a list of products that a virtual retailer purchased in 2010 and in 201 I
that were simultaneously purchased by Amazon Corporate in 2011. The graph lists the
quantity sold as well as the gross sales of each item. The change in buying reflects the
affect that Amazon's purchase had on the independent's retailers buying habit.
Item

Qua

ntity

2

0
0

3

0

4

4

11

36

t2

$23.40

36

$30.6-0,,

5

0
9

6

t2

-7

20

B

6

I
10

13
L4
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20

2t

20

66
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24 ,,1,
36 . . '
96

4

52
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$s9.00
$BB.s0
$88,s0
$19s.00
$180.00
$21.60
$361.00
$7s.00
$338.00
$304.00

0
, 0
38

$0.00
$0.00
$256. s0

6

6
20
15

24
38

30

r

s0

$44s.
$6Sf . [S

'.,ri.,.",,,,,,,

$24.00

.

Sales 20L1

20L1.

$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$ 103. s0
$10.80
$174.60
$1s.00
$12s.00
$18.00

1

ntity

Qua

Sales 2010

20 10

$2$;4,0,,1.i.,.,"

'

Sa

Qtv

le
59.00
88.50
88.50
195.00
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16
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2

24
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B
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::.:

0
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$zr 3.00

32.

286.00
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-$zr.+o
-$3o.so
-Srag.oo

=5ie-_.sd}
$64.00

-$23.00
-Sz.oo

lncrease in sa les from July - December over last.yea r sa me time
Lost sales from this customer not purchasing Amazon items

-$B0s.3o

Itenrs not purchasing since Anrazon
Items still purchasing even though Amazon warehouses product
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Overall items that E-retailer Sell of Wholesalers product
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Appendix D-

1

Itemization of sales frorn conservative drop ship program
Order

CUST

Cost

Additional

Fee

RetailPrice

TotalSale

Store GPM

Szz.so

Szgg.za

52%

4

$zz.so

$zag.as

53%

6

s22.s0

S169.78

410/lO
JL

Sr+g.ag

4s%

S237.8e

51%

2

5120.00

8

60.00

s22.so

1_0

t2

5309.oo

149,89

Szz.so

$ro.oo

546.3s
s22.s0

16

$282.00

2.30

s136.8e

s821,34

6L%

18

132.00

$zz.so

125.89

5J71.67

59%

i20
22

SrsE.oo

$149.8e

5t%

$eo.zs

S237.89

s7%

$237.89

st%

Sgs.oo

39%

2.50

30

5g+.oo

22.50

Sso.oo

Szz.so

10.00

$12s.eo

42%

$22.s0

S4e.ee

29%

$22.s0

$ss.oo

30%

Sgs.oo

29%

Soz.gs

5zz.so

36
38

40

S4s.oo
B

1

22.50

($13.00)

5ss.oo
CREDIT

7B

$+g.gg

o%
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44

B

468
48

B

$28.00

2.50

1

S++.oo

$22.00

5gs.oo

Sgs.oo

3L%

1

$+s.oo

Szz.so

$es.00

$gs.oo

29%

2

$zs.oo

$22.s0

NA

$++.oo

S22.so

Sss.oo

5.00

30%

o%

52

B

1

$13.00

Szz.so

s49.ee

s4e.99

29%

54

C

1

$roo.oo

5zz.so

S2rz.ss

$212.ss

424/o

1

$roo.oo

$zz.so

$212.5s

$zrz.ss

42%

$zrz.ss

$zrz.ss

42o/o

56C

$roo.oo
60

C

t

$1oo.oo

$22.s0

s212.ss

s212.ss

42%

62

C

1

$roo.oo

Szz.so

s212.ss

$zrz.ss

42%

64

C

1

$roo.oo

$22.s0

$zrz.ss

5212.ss

42o/o

10

58o.oo

$zz.so

NA

1

$qa.oo

5zz.so

Sreo.zo

66C
68

C

203 $6,039.16 $t,e+2.82

a%

$rso.zo
$13,446.65

Prices were not available from all e-retailers websites. These are not computed in the totals.
Sales do not include freight income or expense.
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Appendix E-l
Important Components To Creating tlrgency in the Wholesalers Orgs.nix,ation
The italicized ideas were derived from Kotter's (1996) eight-step progranl

o

Focus fl persufrsive strategt that encourages employees lo change their mindset and
embrace new innovative and creative behuviors.

'

Identify how the outside world has changed and the urgency for the internal
corporate environment to adapt.

'

Set up rewards/promotions based on innovation and creativity

Create n cempnign that is easy for individuals to identtfy with. Identtfi specific
problems that need to he addressed.

U

'

We need to unearth our processes and systems to meet the new opporfunities
for sales or we will ultimately miss out.

'

We have been complacent in our processes. They need to be more efficient to
compete with the services and systems that we are now competing with,

'

Technology has made everything process much faster. We need to learn how
to compete at a new pace.

Inclade importafi facts and data regarding the changing environment and
potential opportunities and threats for the company.

'

The internet has changed the way our customer is buying and selling. Some
of our biggest customers today are virrual retailers.

'

There has been a technological revolution that has changed how business is
preformed. The organization needs to adapt and respond to technology by
developing new internal competencies.

Identtfy specffic change arefls that the organization must do to survive.

'

We need to step up our processes. The organization needs to develop systems
that are simpler and more efficient.

'

Set goals and aspirations high so that continuing to process business as usual
is not acceptable. "'W'e need to process direct to consumer shipments for
$ 10.00 a box."

'

Warehouse: Internet orders need to be processed with greater efficiency.
"How can we garner greater satisfaction from our customers more
economi cally?"
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Appendix E-2
Product: "How can we change our product selections and processes to serve
the internet customer?"
a

o

Sales: "'W'e need to reach out and solicit the needs of the internet customer to
better serve them."

Strategy should include an emotional element to the urgency to spur employees to
connect to the vision.
r

For more than 40 years, this organization has been a family owned business
that strives to make a difference in the lives of independent retailers
throughout the world. In order to continue in today's market, it will require
careful review at how customer's needs have changed and how the
organization can best be serve. If the organization does not take the measures,
there is the risk of not being competitive in future markets. The organization
must build on the outstanding reputation and inherent strengths of the
company, and at the same time, develop new core competencies that continue
to build a strong future.
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Appendix F-1
Potential Vision Statement for Wholesaler

(Company's) vision is to be a world leader in the giftware business supplying
quality display products for in-store and consumer use. (Company) will be an innovative
leader in product design/concepts, distribution options and marketing initiatives.

(Company's) desire is to always focus on the customer and perpetually develop new
ways of serving. As an industry leader, it requires more revenue, more profit and more

innovation that serves our customers needs" (Kotter, p.77.1996).
Technology will play a key role in future development. The organization

will

compete internally and externally in the technological future. Given the influence of the
Internet in the wholesale business, the organization is at the tip of the iceberg in
developing new competencies to service these accounts. In five years over half of the
business

will

be solicited through the internet and serve more than 1,000 virtual retailers.

This vision mandates that (the company) consistently develop innovative processes and
systems to meet the changing market and technological needs. (The company)

will

adapt

internal processes to meet the technological needs of customers and markets. Resources

will

be allocated towards new and more efficient models of processing. Internal systems

will allow for crucial knowledge

management regarding markets and customers.

The company is committed to developing leaders within the organization to
promote positive change for both the wholesaler and individual employees. It

will

carefully develop a team of leaders within the organization that clearly understand the
ethics and vision that drive business allowing individuals to continually make
constructive change that supports the vision of the (the company).
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Appendix G-l
Goals for Departments Regarding Drop Ship Initiative:

Design: Create new and innovative products that have not been distributed on the
internet.
I

Product: Develop product and packaging ttrat produces more efficient drop ship
opportunity.

Processing: Simpliff processes to serve internet businesses. Reduce costs in
processing internet orders.

Marketing: Develop marketing strategy to draw more virtual retail customers.
Include drop ship opportunity on web site.

Sales: Develop 1000 new virtual retail accounts in 2013.
t

IT: Adapt systems to meet new technology demands. Bridge current

system with

updated technology options. Establish new knowledge based programs that allow for

more effi cient marketing strategies.
Customer Service: Learn how to better serve the virtual retailer. Define new
expectations regarding the role of customer service in today's market.
Human Resources: Create employee evaluations that include innovation of drop ship

participation. Reward individuals that develop leadership skills
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